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Mid-In ared Photonics in Silicon

A

e mid-infrared wavelength region ( - µm) is of great utility for a number

of applications, including chemical bond spectroscopy, trace gas sensing, and

medical diagnostics. Despite this wealth of applications, the on-chip mid-IR

photonics platform needed to access them is relatively undeveloped. Silicon is an

a ractive material of choice for the mid-IR, as it exhibits low loss through much

of the mid-IR. Using silicon allows us to take advantage of well-developed

fabrication techniques and CMOS compatibility, making the realization of

on-chip integrated mid-IR devices more realistic. e mid-IR wavelengths also

afford the opportunity to exploit Si’s high third-order optical nonlinearity for

nonlinear frequency generation applications.

In this work, we present a Si-based platform for mid-IR photonics, with a

special focus on micro-resonators for strong on-chip light con nement in the -

µm range. Additionally, we develop experimental optical characterization

techniques to overcome the inherent difficulties of working in this wavelength

regime. First, we demonstrate the design, fabrication, and characterization of

photonic crystal cavities in a silicon membrane platform, operational at . µm

(Chapter ). By transferring the technique known as resonant sca ering to the

mid-IR, we measure quality (Q) factors of up to , in these photonic crystal

cavities. We also develop a technique known as scanning resonant sca ering

microscopy to image our cavity modes and optimize alignment to our devices.
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Next, we demonstrate the electro-optic tuning of these mid-IR Si photonic

crystal cavities using gated graphene (Chapter ). We demonstrate a tuning of

about nm, and demonstrate the principle of on-chip mid-IR modulation using

these devices. We then investigate the phenomenon of optical bistability seen in

our photonic crystal cavities (Chapter ). We discover that our bistability is

thermal in origin and use post-processing techniques to mitigate bistability and

increase Q-factors.

We then demonstrate the design, fabrication, and characterization

grating-coupled ring resonators in a silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) platform at .

µm, achieving intrinsic Q-factors as high as , in these devices (Chapter ).

Finally, we provide a quantitative analysis of the potential of our SOS devices for

nonlinear frequency generation and describe ongoing experiments in this regard

(Chapter ).
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ere are two ways of reading light: to
be the candle or the mirror that re e s it.

-Edith Wharton

1
Introdu ion

The mid-infrared (IR) wavelength range ( - µm) is o en referred to as the

“ ngerprint region”, since most molecules have uniquely identi able absorption

spectra within this wavelength range. Because of this, themid-IR region is of great

utility for a number of applications, including chemical bond spectroscopy, trace



gas sensing, and medical diagnostics. Additionally, the mid-IR wavelength region

is also particularly suited for thermal imaging and free-space communications,

especially within the atmospheric windows of - µm and - µm.

Despite this wealth of applications, the on-chip mid-IR photonics platform

needed to access them is relatively undeveloped. While the last - years have

seen the development of high-power, room temperature-operational mid-IR light

sources and sensitive mid-IR detectors, li le work has been done in developing

the passive photonics elements such as waveguides, resonators, spli ers,

modulators, etc. for the mid-IR. Conventionally, mid-IR photonics has been

associated with the III-IV materials used for active optoelectronic devices (lasers

and detectors), as well as chalcogenide glasses used for passive photonic elements

[ ]. However, R. Soref et al. proposed in that group IV materials (silicon

and germanium) are also promising mid-IR materials, as they exhibit low loss

through much of the mid-IR [ ]. In particular, silicon is an a ractive material of

choice for the mid-IR, as we can take advantage of extremely well-developed

fabrication techniques and CMOS compatibility, making the realization of

on-chip integrated mid-IR devices more realistic. In Figure . . , we show the

imaginary part of the refractive index of Si, κ, plo ed as a function of wavelength

for mid-IR wavelengths (data taken from [ ]). Below . µm, κ is smaller than

− , which offers the potential for extremely strong light con nement in Si

devices from to . µm.

Finally, due to the lack of two- and three-photon absorption in the mid-IR, the

power density of optical signals propagating in Si waveguides or stored in Si



Figure 1.0.1: The extinction coefficient, κ, as a function of wavelength for silicon. Data taken
from [3].

optical cavities can be signi cantly higher than at the near-IR wavelengths used

for telecommunications [ – ]. Because of this, the mid-IR wavelengths afford

the opportunity to exploit Si’s high third-order optical nonlinearity

(n = . x − m /W [ ]) for nonlinear frequency generation applications,

since these applications require high pump powers. On-chip four-wave mixing,

parametric oscillation, andmost excitingly, frequency comb generation should be

possible at mid-IR wavelengths in the proper Si platform. On-chip frequency

combs would be especially useful for mid-IR sensing and spectroscopic

applications, as broadband sources are o en required for these applications.

e work presented in this thesis is focused on the development of a Si mid-IR



photonics platform, mainly in the form of mid-IR microresonators, as well as the

development of tools to effectively characterize mid-IR photonic devices.

Applications in modulation, trace gas sensing, and nonlinear wavelength

generation are also discussed.

In Chapter , we discuss the design, fabrication, and characterization of

mid-IR photonics crystal cavities in a Si membrane platform. Chapter discusses

the electro-optic tuning of these photonics crystal cavities using graphene, a

potential method for on-chip modulation at the mid-IR. In Chapter , we discuss

the phenomenon of optical bistability in our photonic crystal cavities, and the

role of surface treatments in decreasing absorption loss and mitigating bistability.

Chapter describes the design, fabrication, and characterization of mid-IR ring

resonators in a silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) platform. is is a particularly suitable

platform for integrated mid-IR photonics in the - µm range. In the nal

chapter, Chapter , we discuss the use of our SOS ring resonators for nonlinear

frequency generation in the mid-IR.



2
Mid-Infrared Photonic Crystal Cavities in

Silicon

In this chapter, we demonstrate the rst wavelength-scale optical resonators for

the mid-IR, in the form of L photonic crystal cavities [ ] fabricated in the



CMOS compatible silicon-on-insulator material platform [ ]. High quality

factor (Q) and low mode volume optical resonators in the mid-IR are of interest

for many applications including trace gas sensing, optical interconnects, and so

on.

. D P C C

Optical resonators or cavities are indispensable to to the eld of photonics, as the

ability to strongly con ne light is essential for lasers, sensors, lters, and many

other applications. With advances in microfabrication techniques, ultrasmall

optical resonators are now easily achievable, allowing for strong light

con nement at the nano-and micro-scale. ere are two important gures of

merit relevant to optical resonators:

• e quality factor,Q. Q is a measure of the quality of the resonator, i.e.

how well light is con ned within the optical cavity. It is de ned as

Q = ωW
P , where ω is the resonance frequency of the the optical resonator,

W is the energy stored within the resonator, and P is the power radiated by

the resonator. We can also think of theQ in terms of the photon lifetime

τph, which is the amount of time the photon spends inside the cavity

before being leaked out: Q = ωτph. eQ is also a measure of the

bandwidth of a resonator in frequency space around a resonance

frequency: Q = ω
Δω , where Δω is the line width of the cavity resonance.

High Qs are very o en desirable for many applications due to their strong

light con nement and narrow linewidth.



• e mode volume,V. e mode volume of a resonator, V, is the volume

occupied by the energy of the mode. It can be expressed analytically as

Vmode =
∫
ε(r)|E(r)|

max[ε(r)|E(r)| ] .

High Q-factors and small mode volumes V are o en desirable for many

applications, especially those requiring strong light-ma er interactions, such as

the enhancement of spontaneous emission and strong coupling. One particular

resonator design that is notable for a high Q/V ratio is the so-called photonic

crystal cavity, which relies on distributed Bragg re ection for light con nement

in at least one dimension. Photonic crystal cavities for the mid-IR will be the

focus of Chapters and .

Photonic crystals are structures that involve distributed Bragg re ection

(DBR) in at least one dimension [ ]. e classic example of distributed Bragg

re ection in one-dimension is the so-called Bragg stack, which consists of a

repeating stack of two different materials with refractive indices n and n . If the

thickness t of the material layers is chosen such that t = λ
n , the stack will exhibit

very high re ectivity in normal incidence. As the number of periods increases,

the re ectivity of the Bragg stack will also increase. While we can describe such a

structure in real space, in practice it is preferred to describe periodic re ectors

such as these in the Fourier domain, in terms of k-vectors. A -D Bragg stack with

periodicity a in the x-direction can be described by the relation kx = π/a. A

simple resonator may be formed by placing a cavity (of thickness a) between two

DBRs.



Bragg re ection and con nement need not be restricted to one dimension,

however. For ease of fabrication and integration, there has been much interest in

planar devices with Bragg re ection in two dimensions, known as -D photonic

crystals. Many variations of D photonic periodic la ices exist; two of the most

common are the square la ice of holes in a slab, and the triangular la ice of holes

in a slab, shown in Figure . . (arrays of rods can also support Bragg re ection).

e triangular la ice is particularly useful since it can act as a Bragg re ector for

all in-plane k-vectors (i.e., have a complete bandgap in-plane) for a broad range of

frequencies depending on the choice of hole size and periodicity. Out of plane

con nement is provided by total internal re ection within the slab.

To obtain the precise dispersion relationship between the k-vector and

frequency, we need to solve Maxwell’s equations for the structure. e most

common numerical approach for doing so is known as nite difference

time-domain (FDTD). In the FDTD method, Maxwell’s equations are solved by

spatial and temporal discretization. By launching sources (current, dipole, or eld

sources) around the structure of interest and monitoring its evolution in time at

various points on a grid, and then taking the Fourier transform of the resultant

time-evolved electromagnetic elds, we can obtain information about the

frequency response of our structure in Fourier space. e result of a FDTD

simulation of a triangular la ice of holes in a slab is shown in Figure . . [ ].

e blue area represents the ”light cone”, which is the projection of the states

which can radiate into the air. e solid red and dashed blue lines represented

guided modes, i.e. modes con ned to the slab. Solid red lines are TE-like and



Figure 2.1.1: This is the band diagram for a dielectric slab of finite thickness with air holes.
The blue area represents the ”light cone”, which is the projection of the states which can ra-
diate into the air. The solid red and dashed blue lines represented guided modes, i.e. modes
confined to the slab. Solid red lines are TE-like and solid blue lines are TM-like. For a slab with
air holes in a 2-D triangular lattice, only TE-like modes support a band gap (region without
guided modes). Taken from: http://ab-initio.mit.edu/photons/tutorial/photonic-intro.pdf [13],
permission granted by Prof. Steven Johnson.

solid blue lines are TM-like. For a slab with air holes in a -D triangular la ice,

only TE-like modes support a band gap (region without guided modes).

However, even TE-like modes will radiate out of the slab if the translational

symmetry is completely broken (as through a waveguide bend or a defect cavity).

ese vertical radiation losses can be minimized by design.

By introducing a small perturbation into a photonic crystal, we can create a

so-called ”defect mode” by locally changing the mode frequency and pulling it

into the band gap. In this way, we can create photonic crystal cavities that can

con ne light in small mode volumes, usually on the order of (λ/n) . Many



different designs for photonic crystal cavities exist. For our photonic crystal

cavities, we chose the well-known L cavity design [ ] due to the relative ease of

free-space in- and out-coupling in this cavity (Figure . . ). is cavity design

consists of a two-dimensional hexagonal photonic crystal la ice of air holes in a

Si slab, with three central air holes removed to form a line defect. Bragg sca ering

accounts for electromagnetic con nement in the x and y directions, while index

contrast provides con nement in the z direction. e cavity mode is linearly

polarized. To further achieve con nement of the light to the cavity region, the air

holes on either side of the cavity are shi ed outwards, decreasing the phase

mismatch between the cavity region and the Bragg mirror region formed by the

photonic crystal (Figure . . ). is allows for higher Q-factors to be achieved

[ ].

e cavities were designed using three-dimensional nite-difference

time-domain method (Lumerical Solutions, Inc.) for a Si device layer thickness t

of nm. e periodicity of the photonic crystal la ice is a = . µm, and the

air hole radius r = nm (r/a = . ). e air hole shi swas scanned from

zero shi to a maximum shi of . a in order to optimize the Q factor of the

cavity. An air hole shi of s = . a results in an optimal design at λ = . µm

with a Q factor of , when mirror hole pairs surround the cavity region.

e mode pro le is plo ed in Figure . . , and the theoretical calculations for the

resonance wavelength and Q factor as a function of s are shown in Figure . . .

As expected, as the hole shi is increased, the cavity resonance is pushed to



Figure 2.1.2: Mode profile of Ey field component of L3 photonic crystal cavity with a = 1.34
µm, r= 0.263a, t = 0.5 µm, and hole shift s = 0.15a, with resonance wavelength λ = 4.604 µm
and Q = 24,000.



Figure 2.1.3: Results of FDTD calculations showing L3 photonic crystal cavity resonance
wavelengths and quality factors as a function of s, the hole shift.

longer wavelengths, due to the increase in high-dielectric material in the cavity

region. We could have designed our structures to have even higher quality

factors, but chose moderate Q-factors so that locating the modes experimentally

would not be especially challenging.

. F

e photonic crystal cavities were fabricated on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI)

substrate (SOITEC Inc.), with a device layer thickness of nm and SiO

buried oxide (BOX) layer thickness of µm. ZEP (Zeon Corp), a positive

electron-beam resist, was used as a mask for electron-beam lithography. e

pa erns were then transferred into the silicon via inductively-coupled plasma

reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE), and then undercut using a : buffered oxide



etch for minutes. A scanning electron micrograph of a completed device is

shown in Figure . . . Details of the sample preparation, e-beam lithography, and

ICP-RIE processes are given below.

. . P -

Pa erns were generated in Design CAD and AutoCAD. Due to the proximity

effect, hole radii needed to be shrunk by about to obtain the correct

dimensions in fabrication.

. . S -

Steps for sample preparation:

• ultrasonicate in acetone for minutes

• ultrasonicate in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for minutes

• bake on ◦C hotplate for minutes

• clean in O plasma stripper, minutes (O ow rate: sccm, power:

W)

• spin ZEP- A e-beam resist on sample at rpm (usual resist

thickness a er spin: nm)

• post-spin bake: ◦C hotplate for minutes



. . E- (ELS- )

e pa erns were wri en in the Elionix ELS- tool at the Center for

Nanoscale Systems (CNS) at Harvard University. A write eld size of µmwas

used, with , dots. e current used was pA, with a dosage range from

µC/cm to µC/cm . A er writing, the samples were developed in

o-xylene for seconds, and then rinsed in IPA and blow-dried using N .

. . R

e pa erns were transferred to the mask using the STS ICP-RIE tool at CNS. A

” Si wafer was used as a carrier, and thermal paste was used to provide good

thermal conductivity between the sample and the carrier wafer. Two recipes were

used for the dry etching: the rst (Recipe ), to etch the Si device layer, and the

second (Recipe ) to etch both Si and the BOX layer. Parameters for both recipes

are given below. To clean the etching chamber, an O clean is run for minutes,

followed by a minute precondition using Recipe . For the purpose of etch

rate determination, a Si wafer with lines pa erned in Shipley photoresist was then

etched using Recipe for minutes. e photoresist on the etch test wafer was

then removed using ultrasonication in acetone and IPA. e Dektak pro lometer

tool was then used to determine the etch depth of the lines pa erned into the Si.

From this etch depth, an etch rate was determined. is etch rate was then used

to calculate the etch time needed to etch nm of Si using recipe (because the

holes are smaller than the large lines in the etch test wafer, we need to over etch to

make sure we go through the entire device layer). en we etched using Recipe



Table 2.2.1: Recipe 1

Gas Value
C F sccm
SF sccm
Platen power W
RF Power W

Table 2.2.2: Recipe 2

Gas Value
C F sccm
SF sccm
H sccm
Platen power W
RF Power W

for seconds. is is done to prevent undercu ing of the Si layer due to the

etch selectivity of Recipe to silicon dioxide.

. . R

A er dry etching, the remaining ZEP resist was removed using minutes of

Piranha clean (a : mixture of H SO :H O ) on a hotplate at ◦C, followed

by rinsing in de-ionized water times. In order to release the membranes by

removing the sacri cial BOX layer, the samples are placed in : buffered oxide

( : NH :HF) for minutes. is is enough time to ensure that the µm BOX

layer is removed around the photonic crystal cavities as the BOE goes through

the holes in the Si layer to a ack the BOX layer. A er the wet etch in BOE, the

sample is rinsed twice in de-ionized water and the fabrication is complete. A



Figure 2.2.1: A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of one of our L3 photonic crystal
cavities.

scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a characteristic photonic crystal

device is shown in Figure . . .

. C

Building complex optical characterization setups for mid-IR photonic devices is

probably the most challenging aspect of working at the mid-IR. Mid-IR beams

are invisible, and no true viewing cards (such as those used for the telecom) exist

for mid-IR beams. For rough alignment with a high intensity (mW level) beam,

one can use photo-thermal paper (coated with a thin layer of heat-sensitive LCD



crystal) to detect the thermal emission from the beam. However, for ner

alignment and lower-intensity beams, this method is inadequate. Additionally,

commercially available quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), the light sources of

choice between and µm, do not have ber coupling options (at shorter

wavelengths, there has been much recent promising work on ZBLAN ber lasers

[ ]). Mid-IR bers themselves are expensive and prone to degradation over a

period of months. Other mid-IR optical components, such as lenses, polarizers,

modulators, etc. are o en quite primitive (as well as more expensive) compared

to their visible and telecom counterparts. For all these reasons, we chose to

concentrate our efforts on building entirely free-space setups for the mid-IR. is

section will describe in detail the resonant sca ering re ectivity setup we built

for the mid-IR.

. . P R S

e resonant sca ering method is a well-known free-space technique for

investigating the response of photonic crystal cavities [ , ]. In this technique,

the polarization of the input signal is oriented so that the E- eld of the focused

input beam and the major component of the photonic crystal cavity mode (Ey)

form a ◦ angle. e laser beam is coupled into the photonic crystal cavity via an

objective lens, which also captures the light re-radiated from the photonic crystal

cavity through backsca ering. e backsca ered light is then sent through a

second polarizer (called the analyzer), which is cross-polarized with respect to

the input laser signal. is cross-polarization method enhances the



signal-to-background ratio of the resonantly sca ered light (the signal) to the

non-resonantly sca ered light (the background), which is rejected by the

analyzer polarizer. It is crucial to have an analyzer polarizer with a high extinction

ratio for a high signal-to-background ratio. Depending on this ratio, the

resonance peak can appear as a Lorentzian or a Fano lineshape caused by the

phase shi between the resonant (re-emi ed by cavity) and non-resonant

components of the back-sca ered signal. is ratio is also in uenced by how

tightly focused the beam is on the photonic crystal cavity region[ ]. Tighter

beam spots mean a higher signal-to-background ratio because more of the laser

beam is focused on the defect region rather than the surrounding photonic

crystal region, and hence the measured photonic crystal cavity spectrum is closer

to a true Lorentzian line shape. For a larger beam spot (from a lower numerical

aperture lens, for example), the signal-to-background ratio is lower and a more

Fano-like line shape is measured. Spectra can be obtained either by using a

broadband excitation source and a spectrometer/optical spectrum analyzer, or by

using a tunable laser and a single channel detector.

We chose the resonant sca ering method for a number of reasons. As

mentioned previously, it is an entirely free-space method and allowed us to

bypass bers entirely. Additionally, this method does not require any gratings,

couplers, waveguides, etc. to couple light into the cavities, which means a) there

are fewer optical elements to fabricate and b) the cavity is entirely unloaded,

which means we are measuring the intrinsic Q-factor of the cavity.



. . T -IR

e light source for all the experiments described in this thesis is a external-cavity

tunable quantum cascade laser (QCL), with continuous-wave (CW) emission

from . to . µm (Daylight Solutions, Inc.), and a peak power of mW.

QCLs rely on intersubband transitions within a multi-layered stack of

semiconductor multiple quantum well heterostructures, rather than interband

transitions within a semiconductor active material, as in semiconductor lasers.

Because of this, QCLs can emit at longer wavelengths than semiconductor lasers

whose lasing wavelengths are determined by the material bandgap, and the

wavelength of emission can be tuned over a broad range by changing the

components of the stack. QCLs can achieve room temperature, continuous-wave

(CW) emission of over W [ ] over much of the mid-IR. We chose to work at

. µm because of the availability of high-power QCLs at this wavelength

(partially due to its location within the rst mid-IR atmospheric window from

- µm). e mode-hop free tuning range of nm is achieved via an external

cavity with a rotating diffraction grating providing narrowband optical feedback.

To align our QCL with the precision needed to measure the response from

photonic crystal microcavities, we needed to align the laser to a visible source,

which we could then use to align the rest of the optical elements in our system. In

our case, we chose to align our QCL to a HeNe beam with output at nm.

erefore, all the optics (lenses, mirrors, polarizers, and beamspli ers) we used

needed to be operational for both mid-IR and visible light. With such a large

discrepancy in wavelength between our QCL and the HeNe laser, chromatic



aberration becomes an issue, and we tried to minimize the number of refractive

elements in our setup because of this. Au-coated mirrors were used rather than

Ag-coated mirrors due to their higher re ectivity in the mid-IR.

Using two Au-coated mirrors mounted on tip-tilts, we aligned our mid-IR laser

light onto a PbSe mid-IR detector ( orlabs) placed almost a meter away from

the laser head (photo-thermal paper was used to help locate the beam initially).

e position of the laser beam was adjusted using the tip-tilts until the signal was

maximized on the detector. Next, an iris was placed along the beam path halfway

between the laser and the detector, in order to provide a second point for

alignment (the detector is the other point). By monitoring the signal on the

detector as half the iris opening was blocked in both horizontal and vertical

directions, we were accurately able to center the iris in the beam path. en, the

HeNe beam was introduced into the setup via a beamspli er and a ip-mounted

Ag mirror, both of which were housed in tip-tilt mounts. Using the tip-tilt

positioners, we were able to guide the HeNe beam through the iris and onto the

detector. Since the HeNe beam and the QCL were now aligned at points over a

long distance, we considered the two beams aligned and then used the visible

beam to align the rest of the optics. As we built more and more of the setup, we

placed the PbSe detector along the beam path of the HeNe to check for mid-IR

signal to ensure good alignment between both beams.



Figure 2.3.1: A photograph of the resonant scattering setup used to measure photonic crystal
cavity spectra. The blue line indicates the QCL beam path; the yellow line indicates the HeNe
beam path.

. . M -IR

Having aligned the mid-IR and HeNe beams to each other, we then proceeded to

build the resonant sca ering setup. As discussed in Section . . , the basic

principle of resonant sca ering is cross polarization, so it is important to have a

good extinction ratio between the two polarizers. We chose nano particle

polarizers from Codixx AG for their , : extinction ratio in the mid-IR. e

laser output is horizontally polarized, but we still use a polarizer at the input in

order to remove any vertically polarized components in the beam.



Figure 2.3.2: A schematic diagram of the resonant scattering setup used to measure photonic
crystal cavity spectra. The blue line indicates the QCL beam path; the yellow line indicates the
HeNe beam path.



Using Au-coated mirrors mounted on tip-tilts, the QCL beam is steered

through a pellicle beamspli er coated for - µm ( orlabs), and then into a

ZnSe objective lens (Innovation Photonics), with numerical aperture (NA) of

. , that focuses light onto the sample. e sample is mounted on an automatic

micropositioner stage that can be scanned using computer control. More detail

about this scanning functionality is provided in Section . . . e photonic

crystal cavities are e-beam wri en at a ◦ angle on the sample so that the cavity

mode polarization is oriented at ◦ with respect to the horizontally-polarized

E- eld of the laser spot. e light that is coupled and re-emi ed by the photonic

crystal cavities is backsca ered into the ZnSe objective. is beam is then

directed via the beamspli er into the second polarizer (the analyzer) which is

cross-polarized with respect to the input polarizer, before being focused by a

BaF (ISP Optics) lens onto a thermoelectrically cooled mercury cadmium

telluride (MCT) detector (Vigo). A photograph of the setup is shown in

Figure . . , with a schematic of the setup shown in Figure . . .

. . E

e experimental results for photonic crystal cavities with mirror hole pairs are

shown in Figure . . . Photonic crystal cavity modes are found within the range

of . to . µm. As predicted by theory (Figure . . ), the cavity resonance

wavelengths redshi as the air hole shi s is increased from zero to a maximum of

s = . a (Figure . . ). e Q-factors also roughly follow the trend predicted

by theory. A peak Q-factor of , is found for s = . a, representing what was



Figure 2.3.3: (a) Resonant scattering spectra of photonic crystal cavities with s = 0, s = 0.075a,
s = 0.15a, s = 0.225a. Scale is linear. Inset shows Fano fit to s = 0.15a cavity. Fitting param-
eters are A = 5.6e-5, q = 2.52, Γ = 5.0 GHz, f = 68 THz, and F = 0.0013. Cavity with s =
0.2a did not show a resonance. (b) resonance wavelength and Q vs. s for measured cavities. A
peak Q of 13,600 is measured at 4408 nm. Lines between points are there to guide the eye.



at that time the highest Q factor measured for any Si-based optical cavity in the

mid-infrared (Figure . . b). e inset in Figure . . shows the measured Fano

lineshape of the resonance along with the theoretical t F(f) [ ] given by:

F(f) = A + F
[q+ (f− f )/Γ]
+ [ (f− f )/Γ]

, ( . )

where A and F are constants, q is the Fano parameter, f is the cavity mode

frequency, and Γ is the linewidth. e t is plo ed in terms of the wavelength λ =

c/f, where c is the velocity of light. We extract the quality factor from the ratio of

f to Γ. In the case of the s = . a cavity, the extracted linewidth was . GHz

with a f of THz. In the s = . a cavity we did not detect a resonance (the

reason for this will be discussed in Chapter ). In order to improve

signal-to-noise ratio in our experiments, we can increase the excitation power of

our laser. However, when the QCL output power was increased to mW (only

about - of this power gets coupled into the cavity), we noticed the evidence

of optical bistability in our photonic crystal cavities [ ], as seen in Figure . . .

We will explore this bistability further in Chapter .

. . S

In order to further con rm that the observed resonances are indeed associated

with cavity modes, it is important to visualize their spatial pro les. However,

since no true viewer cards exist for the mid-IR wavelength range, and mid-IR

cameras are rather expensive, we adapted the scanning-confocal microscopy



Figure 2.3.4: (a) Resonant scattering spectra of the same photonic crystal cavities in Fig-
ure 2.3.3, taken at higher power. Bistable line shapes are clearly seen, especially for the higher
Q-factor devices.

approach to image our devices [ ]. We call this method scanning resonant

sca ering microscopy. A single mid-IR detector is used, and the spatial pro le is

obtained by scanning the sample in x- and y-direction using computer-controlled

micropositioners. In order to locate the cavities, we scan the sample stage in both

x- and y- directions at an arbitrary wavelength. e outlines of the cavities can be

made out at all wavelengths, so we can then move to the center of the photonic

crystal cavity region and sweep the laser in wavelength in order to obtain a

resonant sca ering spectrum. is procedure allows us to precisely position the

laser beam onto our cavities. Furthermore, we can obtain the image of the cavity

resonance by tuning the laser to the cavity resonance and moving the sample

holder stages in the x- and y-directions and recording the detector reading at each



Figure 2.3.5: Mid-infrared scanning resonant scattering image of an array of 5 cavities (upper
left hand structure is photonic crystal with no cavity). Scanning electron micrograph is pro-
vided for comparison. When our laser is tuned to one of the cavity resonances, and scanned
over the cavity array, only the cavity in resonance with the laser lights up. For example, when
4380.2 nm light, corresponding to the resonance of the top right cavity in the center panel,
is scanned over the array, only that cavity appears ”ON”, featuring a bright spot in its cen-
ter. Alternatively, when the laser is tuned to 4401.5 nm and scanned over the array, only the
middle-left cavity (rightmost panel) resonates.

position. Images obtained using this approach are shown in Figure . . . It can

be seen that the cavity regions light up at the wavelengths corresponding to the

resonance peak in the wavelength scan, and remain dark off-resonance,

con rming that the peaks we see in the wavelength scans do indeed correspond

to L photonic crystal cavity modes. In effect, this imaging approach can be seen

as a single-pixel mid-infrared camera, allowing for the visualization of fabricated

structures and resonant modes without the use of extremely expensive mid-IR

cameras.

In Figure . . , we show a spectrum and scanning mid-IR images of additional



Figure 2.3.6: Resonant scattering spectrum showing peaks corresponding to two inter-cavity
Fabry-Perot resonances (4430.0 nm and 4567.5 nm) and one L3 photonic crystal cavity res-
onance (4444.0 nm). (b) scanning images of Fabry-Perot resonances (leftmost and rightmost
panels) and photonic crystal cavity resonance (center panel).



resonances that were observed in our four-mirror hole pair devices. ese devices

were placed relatively close together, with a separation of µm in the y-direction.

Resonant sca ering spectra of these cavity devices show two extra peaks

appearing (at . µm and . µm) in addition to the cavity resonance peak

( . µm). Using our scanning resonant sca ering microscopy technique, we

were able to image these modes and a ribute them to the inter-cavity resonances

of the Fabry-Perot cavity formed between two adjacent photonic crystal

structures (Figure . . b): one resonance has an anti-node (le most panel, .

µm) and the other one has a node (rightmost panel, . µm) in the center of

the inter-cavity region. e resonance at . µm (center panel in Figure . . b)

corresponds to a bona de resonance of the L photonic crystal cavity.

e ability to accurately image the spatial pro le of resonances observed in the

collected spectra, and therefore unambiguously a ribute them to the modes of

different cavities, is an important demonstration of the utility of the mid-IR

scanning resonant sca ering microscopy that we developed. e combination of

scanning microscopy and resonant sca ering wavelength measurements results

in a very powerful tool that overcomes many of the difficulties inherent in

working at the mid-IR. Iterating between scanning microscopy and wavelength

scanning allows us to optimize our resonant sca ering spectra signals more

quickly and accurately than we would be able to with only a visible-wavelength

CCD camera sensitive to visible wavelengths to guide us as to the location of our

cavities. We see scanning resonant sca ering microscopy as an essential tool in a

mid-IR toolbox.



. C

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the design, fabrication, and

characterization of silicon-based photonic crystal cavities for the mid-infrared,

with a peak quality factor of , . Additionally, we have transferred

experimental techniques used at telecommunication and visible wavelengths,

most notably resonant sca ering and scanning confocal microscopy, to

characterize our mid-IR cavities. Further work will be focused on achieving

higher quality factor cavities and in coupling mid-IR photonic crystal cavities to

waveguides so that the vision of on-chip integrated photonics in the mid-infrared

can be a ained. Such a fully integrated platform would enable realization of

chip-scale systems for trace gas sensing, optical-wireless, on-chip optical

interconnects, phased-arrays for LIDAR applications, and so on.



3
Ele ro-Optic Tuning ofMid-IR Photonic

Crystal Cavities UsingGraphene

The mid-infrared (MIR) wavelength range ( - µm) is of great interest for a

wide range of applications, from trace gas sensing to thermal imaging. Due to



silicon�s high transparency through much of the mid-IR, much recent work has

focused on developing passive optical components for the mid-IR such as

waveguides and microresonators [ , – ]. Additionally, Si photonic

components such as supercontinuum sources, parametric ampli ers, wavelength

conversion devices, etc. have also been developed. However, to truly access

on-chip applications at these wavelengths, on-chip Si modulators will be needed.

Recently, on-chip electro-optic modulation at MIR wavelengths in a silicon

platform, at . µm, was demonstrated for the rst time[ ]. However, this

modulator employs free-carrier dispersion as a mechanism for modulation,

whereas at higher wavelengths (λ > µm), free-carrier absorption dominates over

free-carrier dispersion.

Graphene holds great promise as a method for MIR on-chip modulation at

higher wavelengths, since its optical properties can easily be controlled by the

gate voltage, potentially at high speeds[ ]. Electro-optic modulation in a

graphene-covered waveguide has already been demonstrated at telecom

wavelengths[ ], but graphene photonic crystal cavity-based modulators would

allow for greater interaction between the graphene and the optical eld,

decreasing the modulator footprint. A photonic crystal cavity-based modulator

operates if the cavity resonance can be shi ed off and on by an incoming optical

signal. Modi cation of a photonic crystal cavity response using the electrical

gating of graphene via electrolyte has been shown around . µm [ , ]. Here,

we present our results on electro-optic modulation of Si photonic crystal cavities

at the mid-infrared based on the direct gating of graphene. A wavelength tuning



range of nm is demonstrated around a wavelength of nm, showing the

feasibility of on-chip electro-optic modulation at the mid-IR, as well as on-chip

tunable lters.

. O

Graphene has several interesting optical properties, due to its two-dimensional

structure and linear dispersion, which creates a very low density of states near the

Dirac point. Because of this, small variations in carrier density, achievable

through electrical gating, can cause considerable shi s in the Fermi energy

EF[ ]. Graphene is well-known to have a constant absorption at normal

incidence throughout the visible and infrared of about . [ ], but this

absorption can be tuned via electrical gating due to the shi in EF. If EF is shi ed

by more than half of an incident photon’s energy ℏω/ from the Dirac point, the

interband transition for that photon will be blocked, leading to reduced

absorption and hence greater transmission at the frequency ω [ ]. Gate-variable

optical transitions in graphene are of great interest for high-speedmodulators and

detectors with small footprint and ultra-wide bandwidth.

. F

Our devices, as shown in Figure . . , consist of suspended L photonic crystal

cavities (PhCs) fabricated in a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform as described

in Chapter , in contact with a graphene eld-effect transistor (FET). A thin (



Figure 3.2.1: (a) A scanning electron micrograph of the graphene-covered photonic crystal
cavity. (b) schematic of graphene field-effect transistor integrated with photonic crystal cavity.

nm) layer of alumina is deposited on top of the PhCs in order to prevent the Si

membrane from being gated directly. Atmospheric pressure chemical vapor

deposition-grown graphene is transferred onto the PhCs [ ]. Metal contacts on

the graphene are fabricated by evaporating palladium ( nm; chosen for its low

contact resistance with graphene) and gold ( nm) on the sample using e-beam

evaporation and then pa erning via e-beam lithography and li off. Unnecessary

graphene was removed via photolithography and oxygen plasma etching. Ti/Au

pads ( nm of Ti, nm of Au) for probing/bonding purposes are pa erned by

photolithography and li off. e alumina gate oxide is selectively removed and

Ti/Au gate contacts are placed on the sample via e-beam evaporation. Finally, we

wire bond the devices of interest so gate voltages can be applied to the graphene.

We performed electronic characterization of our device by applying a voltage

between the two contact pads and measuring the conductance (not shown). e

charge neutral point (CNP), where the hole and electron concentrations are



Figure 3.3.1: Resonant scattering measurements of a characteristic photonic crystal device
before and after graphene transfer. The Q-factor before deposition is 4400; after graphene
deposition, it decreases to 710, and the overall reflectivity declines due to the absorptivity of
graphene. The change in resonance wavelength post-graphene transfer was not consistent
from device to device.

equal, is at about V. We see asymmetry around the CNP, likely due to the fact

that the Pd-Si junction is not ohmic. Because of this, we chose to use negative

bias voltages, as the conductance as a function of gate voltage has a higher slope

on this side.

. D -

We used a cross-polarization re ection setup [ ] to measure the re ectivity

response of our devices, using a quantum cascade laser (Daylight Solutions, Inc.)

with emission from . - . µm as our source. A thermoelectrically-cooled



mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector is used to collect the light.

Figure . . shows the response of one of our photonic crystal cavities before and

a er graphene deposition. e quality (Q) factor of the PhC before graphene

transfer was measured to be about ; a er graphene is transferred onto the

sample, the Q-factor declines to about , and the overall re ectivity declines

due to the absorptivity of graphene. e shi in the resonance wavelength

post-graphene transfer was not consistent from device to device. All spectra are

ed with a Fano lineshape in order to extract the cavity resonance wavelength

and Q-factor [ , ].

We then applied a gate voltage to the graphene using a source meter

(Keithley). Our gate voltage was limited to a maximum of V, due to the

breakdown of our gate oxide at higher voltages. As the gate voltage we apply

becomes smaller and smaller than the charge neutral point voltage (VCNP, V in

our samples), the cavity resonance blueshi s, due to the increase in carrier

density in graphene and resultant decrease in permi ivity (Figure . . ). e

effective refractive index of the photonic crystal slab becomes smaller as the

graphene permi ivity decreases, and thus the cavity resonance blue shi s.

A maximum tuning range of . nm around nm is achieved, which agrees

well with FDTD simulations (Figure . . b). We simulate the effect of

gated-graphene on our devices by calculating the permi ivity as a function of

charge carrier concentration using the random phase

approximation[ ](Figure . . a), and then using perturbation theory to model



Figure 3.3.2: Resonant scattering spectra of our devices at three gate voltages: VG = 2V,
VG = -3V, VG = 7V. As the gate voltage becomes smaller and smaller than the charge neutral
point (VCNP 2V in our samples), the cavity resonance blueshifts, due to the increase in carrier
density in graphene and resultant decrease in permittivity

the effect of this permi ivity change on our photonic crystal cavities. In

Figure . . b, we show both the calculated and experimentally measured

dependences of the resonance wavelength shi on the gate voltage. e

hysteresis seen in Figure . . b for the experimentally measured data is likely due

to charge trapping due to the exposure of graphene due to air [ ].

We also observed modulation of Q factor as the gate voltage changes

(Figure . . ). As the gate voltage decreases from V to - V, the interband

transition is blocked, leading to a decrease in the light absorption of the graphene

(Pauli blocking) and subsequent increase in the Q-factor of the cavity. e

Q-factor is relatively stable a er the - V point, due to full Pauli blocking being

achieved. e highest Q-factor of is achieved at - V, at a resonance



Figure 3.3.3: (a) Real and imaginary parts of the graphene permittivity calculated with the
random phase approximation[31]at a temperature T = 300 K for different carrier concentrations
in single layer graphene. (b) Resonance wavelength shift as a function of gate voltage, from
experiment (blue), and simulations (black). The hysteresis in the experimentally measured data
is likely due to environmental factors.



Figure 3.3.4: Measured values of the Q-factor of our devices as a function of gate voltage. The
highest Q-factor of 1350 is achieved at VG= -3V at a resonance wavelength of at 4472.3 nm,
representing a Q factor modulation of 2.

wavelength of at . nm, representing a Q factor modulation of . However,

the graphene does not achieve full transparency, as the original Q is not

recovered. is residual graphene absorption may be due to the presence of

mid-gap states and electron-phonon coupling [ , ]. Additionally, as the

Q-factor increased to about , we saw the evidence of optical bistability in the

measured lineshapes (Chapter )[ ]. us, all measurements shown here were

taken at low power, below the bistability threshold, so as to remove the effect of

thermal-broadening on our cavity resonances.



Figure 3.4.1: Electronic frequency response of our device in response to gate modulation. We
deduce a cut-off frequency of about 16-17 MHz.

. M

Since one of our major interests in graphene-silicon photonic crystal cavities is in

their potential use as mid-IR on-chip modulators, we decided to determine the

limit of the modulation speed a ainable in our devices. Future devices may

involve waveguide integration so that a transmi ed signal is modulated, but here

we look at the optical modulation of re ectivity. Unlike the work done by

Majumdar et al.[ ] and Gan et al.[ ], we did not use ionic gels, which have

notoriously slow response speeds (on the order of kHz[ ]), to gate our

graphene, so we expected modulation speeds in the MHz for our devices. First,

we measured the maximum modulation speed of the gated graphene directly, by



Figure 3.4.2: Modulation of optical reflectivity signal at 100 kHz. We fix the laser wavelength
at 4470 nm, which corresponds to a location with strong modulation depth, and modulate our
gate voltage from -6 to 2V (red curve). The green curve is taken at a wavelength of 4450 nm,
off the resonance of the cavity. No modulation is seen at this wavelength.

applying a sine wave signal from a function generator (with maximum frequency

MHz) as the gate voltage for the device, and monitoring the frequency

response of the modulation voltage amplitude on an oscilloscope. e result of

this measurement is shown in in Figure . . . e cut-off frequency, where the

signal drops to - dB, is deduced to be about MHz from this measurement, a

value consistent with other graphene-silicon devices[ ].

Next, we monitored the optical re ectivity signal as we modulated the gate

voltage via the function generator. We x the laser wavelength at nm, which

corresponds to a location with strong modulation depth, and modulate our gate

voltage from - to V. Signal from our detector was sent into a pre-ampli er

before being sent into the oscilloscope, in order to boost the signal levels. Results



from modulation at kHz are shown in Figure . . (red curve is on

resonance). We also modulate the gate voltage while having the laser wavelength

tuned to nm (off resonance, in green), in order to verify that the effect we

are seeing is due to gating of graphene. In this optical modulation experiment,

our cut-off frequency was about kHz, a much slower cut-off speed than in the

gate voltage experiment. e reason for this discrepancy is unknown, but we

speculate that it may have to do with thermal effects, or other processes that affect

the structure optically, that may have a shorter time constant than the time

constant of the electronic device alone. More investigation into this discrepancy

is needed. We also expect that signi cantly higher modulation speeds can be

a ained by pa erning the graphene to reduce its RC constant and by using highly

p-doped Si for the photonic crystal cavity.

. C

In conclusion, we have demonstrated electrical tuning of mid-infrared Si PhCs

using the electrical gating of graphene. A wavelength tuning range of almost nm

is achieved over a gate voltage range of V, which shows these devices hold

promise for on-chip electro-optic modulation. Additionally, these devices can be

used for any applications that require tunable narrow-band lters. Further work

needs to be done in order to increase the modulation speed of our devices and to

make waveguide-integrated devices.



4
Optical Bistability inMid-Infrared

Photonic Crystal Cavities

Optical bistability in Si microresonators is a well-known phenomenon at

telecommunications wavelengths[ , – ]. Since the refractive index of Si can



change either directly or indirectly due to incident light intensity, the resonance

wavelength of a microresonator also changes with a buildup of optical power in

the resonator. is results in a positive feedback process which allows the

resonator to act as a bistable switch, with an off-resonance, or ”empty” state and

an on-resonance, or ”loaded” state. e power dependence of the refractive index

can be a ributed to various effects, including the χ( ) of Si, free-carrier

dispersion, and the thermo-optic effect. Strong light con nement in

nano-photonic devices at telecom wavelengths (e.g. . µm), and in high quality

(Q) factor photonic crystal cavities in particular, results in two-photon

absorption processes which lead to a pronounced thermo-optic effect due to

free-carrier absorption. e high-Q factors and low mode volumes of photonic

crystal microcavities lead to a low bistability threshold, with a switching energy

that scales roughly with V/Q [ ]. is phenomenon has found use in

low-power optical circuitry, as bistable photonic crystal devices can be used for

optical logic gates and memory [ ]. On the other hand, two-photon absorption

processes and the resultant optical bistability hinder high-power density

applications in Si-based photonic devices at the telecom wavelength range.

However, it has recently been proposed [ , , ] and demonstrated [ , ] that Si

devices operating at longer, mid-infrared (IR) wavelengths would not suffer from

this problem due to the lack of two-photon absorption effects. erefore, Si

devices operating in the mid-IR could be of interest for the realization of

high-power optical interconnects, as well as enable nonlinear wavelength

conversion and ampli cation of optical signals directly in Si.



We demonstrated the operation of photonic crystal cavities in an air-bridged Si

membrane platform at . µm[ ], in chapter . In Section . of this thesis, we

noted the likely presence of optical bistability in our cavities at high input powers.

Here, we present an in-depth study of this effect and investigate the origin of the

observed nonlinearity using time domain measurements (Sections . and . ).

Our results indicate that the observed bistability is thermal (thermo-optic effect)

in nature. We also explore the effects of standard microelectronic treatments and

annealing on the bistability and Q-factors of our cavities (Section . ). ese

processes allow us to mitigate the bistability in our cavities and achieve Q-factors

as high as , [ ].

. F C

Our devices are L photonic crystal cavities made in an air-bridged silicon

membrane platform, with device thickness t = nm (Figure . . ). e basic

fabrication process and device structure are detailed in Chapter . e hole

periodicity is a = . µm, and the radius is . a= nm. Cavities with

varying hole shi s swere fabricated, with the highest Q of , being measured

in an as-processed cavity with s= . a at . nm. e theoretical Q for this

cavity design is Q = , . We note that cavities with s = . a are expected to

have higher Qs of , (according to FDTD simulations), but could not be

measured experimentally.

We used the resonant sca ering method to couple light into our cavities via



Figure 4.1.1: Cavity spectrum taken at various input powers showing characteristic bistable
lineshape. Power levels given represent the power measured after the objective, before it is
coupled into the device. Inset (a) shows cold cavity resonance and Fano fit to lineshape; Q =
13,600. Inset (b) shows scanning electron micrograph of one of our L3 cavities.



free-space, as described in Section . . Light from a tunable quantum cascade

laser (QCL) with emission from . to . µm (Daylight Solutions, Inc.) is

sent into a ZnSe objective lens (N.A. = . ) and focused onto the sample, which

is placed so that the cavity mode polarization is oriented at ° with respect to the

E- eld of the laser spot.

Figure . . shows the resonant sca ering spectrum of one of our mid-IR

cavities (with s = . a), at various input powers, with the wavelength swept

from shorter to longer wavelengths. A ZnSe wiregrid polarizer ( orlabs), placed

between the laser output and the input polarizer, was used as a variable a enuator

in order to vary the power incident on the cavity. e power incident on the

cavity was calibrated using a thermal power meter (Ophir) placed a er the ZnSe

objective lens. e evidence of bistability can be clearly seen at input powers over

mW, with the characteristic asymmetric bistable lineshape. We note, however,

that the coupling efficiency of our setup is less than and therefore we

estimate that less than a milliwa of incident optical power is actually coupled

into the cavity. is estimation was made by calibrating our detector and by

measuring power emi ed from the cavity on resonance (in steady state, total

in-coupled and out-coupled power are the same), taking into account the

numerical aperture (N.A.) as well as the emission pro le of the cavity. It is clear

that in our mid-IR cavities, the bistability is due to a redshi of cavity resonance

with increasing power, which as we will discuss later, narrows the possible origins

of the optical bistability. e characteristic bistable lineshape is due to the fact

that as the cavity is swept through red detunings from the cold cavity resonance



Figure 4.1.2: Power input-power output hysteresis curves. Onset of bistability is seen at a
detuning of 300 pm.

( . nm); the cavity remains in a loaded state, because of positive feedback

from the power-dependent refractive index, until the detuning becomes so large

that the cavity transitions sharply into the empty state. As the input power

increases, this effect is more dramatic, and the wavelength at which the transition

occurs red-shi s. At powers below the bistability threshold of . mW, the

lineshape becomes more Fano-like[ ]. Using a Fano t, we measured the

Q-factor of this cavity using the spectrum taken at the lowest power, obtaining a

value of , .

To further study the observed bistability, we generated hysteresis curves by

se ing the laser at a xed red detuning from the cold cavity resonance and

measuring the input power and output power for upward and downward sweeps



of input lower power level (Figure . . )[ , , ]. At detunings δ ≥ pm,

clear bistability is seen, with the hysteresis growing with increasing δ. Again, we

can see from the gure that the bistability threshold is a li le over mW, which is

consistent with Figure . . .

. T

A variety of mechanisms can alter the effective refractive index as a function of

the intensity stored inside a Si cavity. ey can generally be classi ed into three

categories: thermal effects, free carrier dispersion, and χ( ) effects[ , ].

ermal effects occur when light is absorbed into the cavity, changing the

temperature of the cavity and hence the refractive index through the

thermo-optic effect, resulting in an increased refractive index and redshi of the

cavity resonance. Silicon has a high thermo-optic coefficient ( . x - K- ), so

the resonance shi due to heating can be quite pronounced. Different absorption

mechanisms that can lead to the thermo-optic effect include the intrinsic

absorption of silicon in mid-IR (phonon-assisted absorption), various surface

absorption effects, free-carrier absorption, absorption from native oxide formed

on Si surfaces, and multiphoton absorption. A comparison of the intrinsic

absorption of Si, free-carrier absorption and native oxide absorption is given in

Table . . . Values for the absorption coefficient α are taken from literature

(references provided in the table), and for the linear absorption of Si and the free

carrier absorption,Qabsorption is calculated from the well-known formula for



Table 4.2.1: Comparison of potential sources of absorption in our Si photonic crystal cavities
at 4.5 µm

Source of Absorption α (cm- ) Qabsorption

Linear absorption of Si[ ] . x
Free carrier absorption [ ] (n-type doping, ρ= Ω.cm) . . x
Native oxide growth ( nm) [ ] . . x

material-limited absorption:

Qabsorption =
πn
λα

( . )

where n is the refractive index of Si at . µm and λ is . µm. Qabsorption for nm

of native oxide [ ] is estimated from perturbation theory and also from FDTD

calculations.

Multiphoton absorption is unlikely at this wavelength, as at least photons are

needed to overcome the Si bandgap energy. Free carrier absorption, either from

carriers generated via multiphoton absorption or from carriers introduced by

doping of the wafer is also unlikely: (i) our highly resistive Si wafer (ρ= Ω.cm)

has a loss constant of α < . cm- at . µm [ ], which cannot explain the

amount of heating that we observe. eQabsorption due to free carrier absorption,

. x , is too large to contribute to the losses we see. (ii) free-carrier generation

by multi-photon (four-photon) effects is unlikely. Similarly, the linear absorption

of Si, comparable to free-carrier absorption (Qabsorption = x ), cannot explain

our results. Free carrier dispersion results in a blue-shi of cavity resonance and

thus cannot be the cause of our bistability. erefore, we conclude that among



the different possible absorption mechanisms, surface effects and absorption due

to the thin native oxide layer could explain our results (especially if oxide layer is

thicker than the expected nm). In addition, direct nonlinear processes due to

the χ( ) of Si (the Kerr effect in particular) could explain our results. However,

the Kerr effect results in an instantaneous change of refractive index, whereas

thermally-induced refractive index changes occur on a much slower time scale

(on the order of µs). erefore, time domain analysis can help us separate these

effects and establish whether or not our nonlinearity is primarily thermal

[ , , ]

To do this, we followed the method of [ ] and [ ], in which the input laser

signal is modulated with a sine wave before being coupled into the cavity. In the

bistable regime the output signal should be distorted, and tend towards a square

wave [ ], due to the hysteresis loop (Figure . . ). e minimum detuning at

which bistability can be observed can be estimated as
√
δλ, where δλ is the

linewidth of the cavity resonance. In our experiments, we explored a range of

detunings δ, both above and below the theoretical minimum δmin = pm, and

gradually increased the modulation speed from kHz to kHz. Since external

modulators are not easily available at the mid-IR, we had to modulate the driving

current of our QCL using a sine wave from a function generator in order to

obtain a modulated laser signal. e signal from the MCT detector was sent into

an oscilloscope so that the responses to different input modulation speeds could

be monitored. In Figure . . , we show the results of this experiment at kHz

(Figure . . a) and kHz (Figure . . b) modulation frequencies. For



δ< pm at kHz, no effect of bistability is seen in Figure . . a, and a

sinusoidal waveform is recovered at the output. However, at higher detunings, we

can see a clear deviation from the sinusoid, with δ = pm and δ = pm

resulting in a square-looking waveform. At δ = pm, we are at the drop-off

wavelength for this particular input power-level and hence we recover a sharp

discontinuity in the waveform. In contrast, when the input signal is modulated at

kHz Figure . . b, a much less distorted, sinusoidal-like, waveform is

recovered for both δ = pm and δ = pm. is indicates that our bistability

is slow in nature, and is therefore due to thermal effects and not instantaneous

χ( ) effects. We note that kHz was the modulation frequency at which all

bistability effects disappeared, and therefore we estimate the thermal time

constant to be about µs. is is also consistent with our nite-element

modeling of thermal effects in our cavities.

In order to identify the impact of different surface effects on absorption, we

performed various microelectronic treatments which alter the surface properties

of our cavities. First, an additional hydro uoric (HF) acid dip was performed to

remove the native oxide formed on our Si cavities due to prolonged exposure to

air (several days). We estimate that - nm of native oxide can form on our

cavities [ ]. Since SiO has a high material absorption in the mid-IR (α = .

cm- at . um[ ]), even nm can have a detectable absorptive effect, with a

calculatedQabsorption of . x . We carried out a brief dip in HF (

seconds) and then transferred the sample to a N purged environment to

minimize oxidation and the effects of environmental moisture. e results at low



Figure 4.2.1: Temporal response of bistable cavities excited with light modulated at 80kHz
and 200kHz. (a) For 80 kHz modulation, clear bistability can be observed for detunings higher
than 300 pm: the waveform deviates from the sinusoid, taking on more of a square waveform
at detunings of 300 and 380 pm. At δ = 410 pm, we see a sharp discontinuity in the wave-
form because we are at the drop-off wavelength at this particular power level. (b) For 200 kHz
modulation, distortion is reduced and detected waveform tends to sinusoidal.



excitation power are shown in Figure . . b, with the pre-HF dip cavity spectrum

shown in Figure . . a. As a result of the HF dip, the Q increased from from

, to , and blueshi ed about pm. is is a much larger increase in

Q than we expected by only taking into account native-oxide removal, and

indicates that theQabsorption of the removed material is about , (nearly two

orders of magnitude smaller than estimated). We speculate that this difference

may be due to various surface states formed on native oxide, that when removed

result in an increase in Q. However, at higher powers, bistability was still clearly

present in the cavity (data not shown). Any potential change in bistability

threshold was difficult to quantify, since different amounts of power couple into

the cavity during different measurements.

. E - -

In addition to the effects of native oxide, we were concerned about the effects of

surface absorption states in the oxide-silicon interface[ , ] and roughness

[ ]. To address this, we performed a repeated piranha clean ( :

H SO :H O )/HF dip cycle as proposed by Borselli et al. in [ ] to decrease

surface roughness and other surface absorption effects. Each cycle consisted of

minutes of piranha clean, followed by three rinses in de-ionized (DI) water

( seconds each), then minute of : diluted HF acid dip, followed by twoDI

water rinses ( seconds each). is cycle was performed three times in total.

e purpose of this cyclic process is to oxidize the surface and sidewalls of the



Figure 4.3.1: Effect of different post-fabrication treatments on cavity Q. All spectra are taken
at low pump powers, well below bistability threshold. (a) Cavity as-processed. (b) After HF dip.
(c) After performing Piranha/HF cycle three times. Note large blue-shift. (d) After annealing.

cavities through the piranha clean and then remove the oxide using HF, resulting

in reduced surface roughness and fewer surface absorption states. A er this

process, the cavities were placed in a N purged environment and characterized.

As shown in Figure . . c, the Q-factor of the cavity went up to , and the

cavity resonance blueshi ed by about nm. We estimateQabsorption of the

removed material to be . x . Using nite-difference time-domain (FDTD)

methods, we calculated that an nm blueshi meant that the Si device layer had

decreased in thickness by about nm. Again, even a er this processing step, the

bistability was still present at high input powers (data not shown).

Finally, we decided to investigate the effects of annealing in order to remove



water moisture from our devices. We annealed our samples in a Lindberg

Mini-Mite tube furnace ( ermo Scienti c) by ramping up from room

temperature to ◦C over a period of hours, holding the temperature at ◦C

for hours, and then ramping down to room temperature for one hour. e

Q-factor of the cavity went up even further a er this treatment, to , , and

the resonance wavelength blue-shi ed by about nm, as shown in Figure . . d.

Qabsorption of the removed material corresponded to about x . A er this rst

annealing step, the bistability did not disappear at high input powers (data not

shown). However, the increase in Q-factor was signi cant, indicating to us that

water moisture likely has a considerable absorptive effect at - µm.

A further literature review indicated annealing in a N environment can be

used to desorb hydrogen from the surface of Si[ ]. Si-H bonds can absorb

energy in the - meV range[ ], which corresponds roughly to the

resonance wavelength of our cavities. We returned to our cavities a er a month’s

time for another cycle of surface treatments (Figure . . ) in order to address this

potential source of absorption. e Q-factor of the cavity decreased to about

, in this period. As before, wavelength spectra were taken before and a er

each step (not shown). Re-doing the HF dip and Piranha/HF cycling resulted in

an increase of Q-factor (to , ) and a shi in resonance wavelength from

nm to nm due to the material removed through this process.

Bistability was still present in the cavity a er these two steps were completed.

However, a er repeating the anneal, but this time owing N through the

chamber, we noticed that the cavity spectrum no longer had the characteristic



bistable lineshape (blue curve, taken before annealing) and instead was more

Fano-like (red curve) at high input powers. To con rm that the cavity was no

longer bistable, we compared input power vs. output power hysteresis loops

taken before and a er the anneal (insets). e detuning for both hysteresis loops

was kept constant, at a value of δ = pm, which is approximately δmin for a

cavity with Q = , . e pre-anneal hysteresis loop (blue) clearly shows the

bistable turn-on and turn-off, whereas the post-anneal hysteresis loop (red) lacks

these sharp bistable transitions. Some hysteresis is present in the post-anneal,

indicating that some small sources of absorption still remain in the cavity [ ],

but the bistable turnoff is no longer seen a er annealing treatment. e Q-factor

did not change measurably a er annealing, reaching a value of , . A er the

sample was placed in air for a few days, the cavity spectrum returned to its

pre-annealed state, with bistability appearing at the same input powers as before.

However, additional annealing in a N environment caused the bistability to

disappear again. erefore, based on our results we concluded that water

moisture and/or Si-H bonds on the surfaces of the silicon device layer is the

primary source of absorption that leads to bistability.

ough our main objective in performing these microelectronic treatments on

our cavities was to elucidate the source of our bistability, we also discovered a

method by which to substantially improve the quality factor of our cavities, from

an initial Q of , to , . We believe that at this point the Q of our cavities

is limited by the design; the Q-factor obtained from FDTD calculations was

, . In addition, a er these treatments, we were able to measure a photonic



Figure 4.3.2: Cavity spectrum taken before (blue) and after (red) annealing in a N2 environ-
ment. The blue spectrum and corresponding hysteresis loop (taken at δ = 330 pm≈ 2δmin)
show clear evidence of bistability, while the red spectrum and corresponding hysteresis loop
(taken at the same detuning of δ = 330 pm) indicate that bistability is no longer present.

crystal cavity with s = . awith a theoretical Q = , that had not been visible

pre-treatment, again showing the utility of our treatments in minimizing optical

losses. A Q-factor of , was measured in this case. (We note, however, that

this cavity was not used as the basis for the previous discussions due to poorer

signal-to-noise ratio as compared to the Q = , device, and lack of

pre-treatment data.) ese micro-electronic treatments and annealing processes

can be applied to future mid-infrared Si devices to help improve performance and

realize high-Q mid-IR cavities with Q > , . To achieve this goal,

heterostructure cavity designs [ ] or nanobeam cavity designs [ ] can be used,

as they are known to support modes with high quality factors.



. C

In conclusion, we have observed the presence of bistability in Si mid-IR photonic

crystal cavities at . µm. rough the use of time-domain measurements, we

have established that the bistability we see in our mid-infrared photonic crystal

cavities is thermal in nature. Finally, we explored the effects of various

post-processing methods (HF dips, piranha/HF cycles, and annealing) on the

bistability and Q-factors of our cavities. ese methods resulted in an increase of

Q from , to , a er processing. In our best devices, Q-factors as high

as , were also measured. Further investigation led to the discovery that

annealing in a N environment removed bistability from our cavities even at the

highest pump powers possible in our setup, pointing to water moisture or Si-H

bonds at the surface as the likely cause of our bistability. Surface effects play a

large role in microstructured devices in thin Si device layers, since they have a

much higher surface-to-volume ratio as compared to bulk crystalline Si. Because

of this, the surface treatments we investigated will likely be necessary to achieve

nonlinear optics at the - µm range [ , ], allowing us to pump high powers

(necessary in order to see nonlinear effects) into Si cavities without deleterious

effects. For short-term studies, a single anneal is sufficient, especially if the

sample is kept in a dry environment, such as an N chamber or a gel carrier. For

longer-term use, surface passivation methods (e.g., capping the devices in

alumina or SiN) should be investigated. Decreasing the thermal resistance of the

structure will also help mitigate the effects of bistability through the use of



different cavity geometries or material platforms, such as

silicon-on-sapphire[ , , ].



5
Grating-coupled Silicon-on-Sapphire

Ring Resonators

The mid-infrared (IR) wavelength region ( - µm) is of great interest for a

variety of applications as wide-ranging as trace gas sensing, free-space



communications, and thermal imaging. While high-power sources and sensitive

detectors at the mid-IR range have nally reached maturity, the passive photonic

devices needed to properly access these applications on-chip are still a work in

progress. Silicon has previously been proposed as an ideal material for the mid-IR

due to its low material losses below µm [ , ]. Additionally, due to the absence

of two- or even three-photon absorption, the mid-IR wavelengths offer us the

opportunity to efficiently exploit the optical nonlinearities of Si, opening up a

whole host of applications in nonlinear wavelength conversion and signal

ampli cation. However, the traditional silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform is of

limited utility at these wavelengths, since SiO is a highly lossy material in the

mid-IR, with losses of over dB/cm at wavelengths longer than . µm [ , ].

In Chapter , we demonstrated Si membrane photonic crystal cavities (PhCs)

operating at . µm [ , ], but many mid-IR photonics applications will

require an integrated, on-substrate platform. Also, applications in nonlinear

optics require higher in-coupled powers than those a ainable through the

free-space coupling method employed in[ , ]. Silicon-on-sapphire (SOS)

provides an a ractive platform for on-substrate mid-infrared photonics, due to

the low loss of sapphire through much of the mid-IR [ , ]. SOS waveguides

operating at . µm[ ], . µm [ ], . µm[ ], and . µm[ ], microring

resonators operating at . µm[ ] and . µm[ ] , and grating couplers

operating at . µm[ , ] have already been demonstrated. In this chapter, we

demonstrate grating-coupled SOS microring resonators operating in the . - .

µm range, with loaded quality (Q) factors of , and intrinsic Q-factors of



, [ ] .

. G

Coupling high optical powers into MIR resonators has proven to be a challenging

task [ , , ]. e ber-coupling inverse taper method of spot size conversion

[ ] commonly used at telecommunications (telecom) wavelengths is difficult to

achieve with high efficiency, due to the immaturity of ber technology at the

mid-infrared. Grating couplers, on the other hand, can provide highly efficient

coupling of light from a free space beam into an optical waveguide. is method

has already been well studied at the telecom wavelengths, with experimentally

measured coupling losses as low as - . dB [ , ]. Additionally, grating

couplers can be placed anywhere on the chip, affording exibility in input/output

coupling location. For these reasons, we chose to use grating couplers to couple

light into our ring resonators.

. . P

In essence, a grating coupler provides phase matching between an input light

beam and a particular waveguide mode. Grating couplers consist of a structure

with a corrugation with some periodicity Λ (Figure . . ), located next to a slab

waveguide with a propagation constant β for the fundamental TE mode of that

waveguide. If we choose the the incident angle θi and Λ such that

k n sinθi + m
π
Λ

= β, ( . )



Figure 5.1.1: Principle of grating coupler operation.

for a particular integerm, light from the incident beam will couple to the

fundamental TE mode of the waveguide[ ]. Grating couplers can also be used

for output coupling by the reciprocity principle. is is the general principle of

grating couplers, but the speci cs of grating efficiency depend on many factors,

including the periodicity, number of periods, and cross-sectional shape of the

corrugated elements of the grating. As can be seen by looking at Equation . ,

grating operation is highly angle dependent, so any divergence in the input laser

beam has to be taken into account while designing the grating.



. . G

We designed a grating coupler to couple light from our QCL (CW emission from

. - . µm) at normal incidence into a waveguide etched into the device layer of

our SOS, with thickness t = nm. We chose normal incidence for ease of

experimental characterization. e grating coupler design was optimized in

Comsol using NOMAD[ ], a global optimization algorithm. A linear taper

function was applied both to the periodicity and the duty cycle of the grating

structure, which consisted of fully etched slits in the Si device layer. e

theoretical coupling efficiency of the optimized grating at normal incidence for a

fully-etched geometry was , with a bandwidth of about nm

(Figure . . ). We note that coupling efficiencies in excess of are possible at

larger incidence angles. e grating slits are µm wide, so as to accommodate

our relatively large beam, about µm in diameter.

. . F

e gratings were fabricated on a silicon-on-sapphire substrate with a device layer

thickness of nm (IQEP Silicon, Ltd.). ZEP (Zeon Corp.) was used as a mask

for electron-beam lithography. A standard kV electron-beam lithography tool

(Elionix F- ) was used to de ne pa erns in the ZEP layer, using the procedure

described in Section . . A single step etch process was performed in the STS

ICP-RIE (Recipe in Section . ). e resist was removed using a Piranha etch

( : H SO :H O ). A scanning electron micrograph of one of our gratings is



Figure 5.1.2: Result of FDTD simulations of the transmission of our SOS grating coupler. A
maximum coupling efficiency of 40% is achieved at 4.5 µm, with a bandwidth of about 150 nm.



Figure 5.1.3: Scanning electron micrography image of a fabricated SOS grating coupler.

shown in Figure . . . e grating slits need to be oriented in the same direction

as the polarization of our input laser, which in our case is horizontally polarized.

Due to proximity effects in e-beam lithography, it is hard to exactly match the

dimensions of the fabricated coupler to the dimensions in design. For this reason,

we fabricated a number of grating couplers with their dimensions scaled by a

scaling parameter varying from . to . .

. . R

With the resonant sca ering measurement described in Chapter , we were able

to ensure that the visible light path and the QCL light path were aligned, since

both beams were simply re ecting off the sample. However, there is no way to do



the same with a transmission measurement with a grating coupler. e

transmission bandwidth of a particular grating coupler is very narrow, and will

not accommodate both visible and mid-IR beams no ma er the design. Hence,

we needed a way to decouple the initial characterization of our grating couplers

from the transmission setup (described later in this chapter). To do this, we

performed resonant sca ering measurements on our grating couplers. A grating

coupler can be considered to be a photonic crystal cavity with very low quality

factor. erefore, by using our cross polarization setup (described in Chapter ),

we should be able to recover a peak while scanning the laser over the wavelength

range the grating coupler operates within. Alternatively, if the setup is in input

polarization con guration (both polarizers aligned), the response should have a

dip corresponding to where the light couples to the grating coupler. e samples

were oriented at ◦ with respect to the laser polarization to maximize the

signal-to-noise ratio.

Results from this characterization for a particular grating coupler are shown in

Figure . . , with the background removed. Because the etched regions tended

to scramble polarization irrespective of whether the grating bandwidth was in the

tuning range of the laser or not, there was a high background signal for the cross

polarized signal. Nevertheless, we were able to see clear peaks in cross

polarization (CP) and dips in input polarization (IP) for the particular gratings

that coupled light within our laser’s tuning range. As the slit widths increased, the

peaks shi ed further to the right, as expected (not shown). Using this method,

we were able to characterize the response of our grating couplers and knew, going



Figure 5.1.4: Resonant scattering response of a grating coupler. A peak is seen in cross-
polarization, and a dip seen in input polarization, if the grating coupler couples light within our
laser tuning range.

forward, which dimensions to use in fabrication to make grating-coupled devices.

However, this method does not provide us with much information regarding

coupling efficiency.

. G -

Having determined that we had operational grating couplers, we then turned to

fabricating grating-coupled resonators. We chose to focus on ring resonators,

since they can support numerous high-Q factor modes, a useful trait for

nonlinear wavelength conversion applications. For the . - . µm wavelength



range, a waveguide with width . µm and height . µm is single mode. ese

dimensions are used for both the coupling waveguide and ring resonator.

However, our grating slits are µmwide, meaning we need to taper down from a

µm width for the grating down to a . µm width for the single mode

waveguide. e length of this taper is very crucial in order to achieve adiabatic

transition from wide waveguide to the narrow one. Otherwise, short tapers can

result in a high percentage of re ected signal due to impedance mismatch.

Results of FDTD simulations of transmission through the taper are shown in

Figure . . . A taper of µm, for example, re ects almost of the light. We

chose a taper length of µm to ensure that more than of our light is

transmi ed to the single mode waveguide.

On the output end, we chose to collect light from an end-cleaved facet, rather

than use a grating out-coupler. is simpli ed the experimental setup

considerably. Because of the N.A. of the output coupling lens ( . ), an inverse

taper needed to be applied to the end facet so that more of the light from the facet

would fall within the acceptance angle of the lens. To accommodate this, a

horn-shaped coupler consisting of a µm long linear taper with a width of

µm at the output end was used to improve collection of light at the output. By

using this approach [ , ], we were able to increase our theoretical

out-coupling efficiency from (for a . µm waveguide without a horn) to ,

assuming a lens with numerical aperture of . .

e grating coupled devices were fabricated using the same method described

in Section . , with one additional step: the sample was manually cleaved on the



Figure 5.2.1: Results from FDTD simulations of transmission efficiency through tapers (from
grating to single mode waveguide) of varying lengths. Shorter taper lengths result in significant
reflection loss.



output waveguide (in the µm wide portion), providing the end-facet for

out-coupling. Photoresist (Shipley ) was spun on the the device side of the

sample so as to protect the devices, and then stripped off in Remover PG

(MicroChem) and isopropanol alcohol a er cleaving. is cleaving step was

performed before resist removal in the piranha clean.

An optical micrograph of one of our devices is shown in Figure . . . e

grating coupler, taper region, ridge waveguide, and ring resonator all are fully

etched into the Si device layer with thickness t = nm. e coupling

waveguide and ring resonator both have a width w = . µm, and the ring radius r

= µm. e grating slits are µm wide, and the taper region between the

grating and coupling waveguide is µm long. Rings with gaps d between the

coupling waveguide and ring resonator varying between and nm were

fabricated. Since the bandwidth of the grating is smaller than the mode-hop free

tuning range of our laser, the grating geometry was varied from device to device

in order to cover the laser’s tuning range. is was done by multiplying each

grating dimension with a constant in the range of . to . , which shi s the

center wavelength of the grating by the same factor.

. . C

To characterize these devices, we built an additional arm on the setup for

transmission measurements. is way, the original resonant sca ering setup

could still be used to locate the grating couplers using SRSM. A schematic of the

transmission arm used to characterize our devices is shown in Figure . . . Light



Figure 5.2.2: Optical image of a representative device, consisting of a ring resonator (bottom
inset) coupled to a waveguide with a grating coupler (top inset) on input end and horn-coupler
on the output end.



Figure 5.2.3: Schematic of mid-IR setup used to measure our devices in transmission.

from a tunable continous-wave quantum cascade laser (QCL) from Daylight

Solutions, Inc., with emission from . to . µm and linewidth of < MHz, is

sent through a ZnSe objective (numerical aperture of . ) and focused onto the

input grating. A second ZnSe lens (numerical aperture of . ) is placed at right

angle to the rst lens in order to collect light from the end facet. Finally, the light

is focused onto a thermoelectrically cooled HgCdTe detector.

. . F

Transmission data from our as-processed ring resonators is shown in Figures . .

and . . . Results from device with value of d = nm (Figure . . ), nm

(Figure . . , top), and nm (Figure . . , bo om) are shown. No resonances



were seen for devices with d = nm. e free spectral range (FSR) of our

resonators was measured to be . nm around . µm, which closely matches

the expected FSR of a ring with radius r = µm and theoretical group waveguide

index of . at . µm. For a ring resonator coupled to a waveguide, the total

(loaded) Q-factorQt is given by the relationQt
− = Q − + Qc

− , whereQ is

the intrinsic Q-factor (determined by radiation losses and material absorption,

including surface states) of the ring resonator, andQc is the coupling Q-factor

(determined by the coupling strength with the waveguide). Power transfer

between the waveguide and the ring resonator is maximized whenQ =Qc, a

regime known as critical coupling. ForQ <Qc, the ring resonator is considered

undercoupled, and forQ >Qc, the ring resonator is considered overcoupled. In

our measurements, the coupling decreased with increasing d, indicating that our

devices operate in the undercoupling regime. e experimentally obtained

transmission spectra were ed to theoretical curves obtained by solving a set of

coupled mode equations [ ] that take into account the sca ering-induced

coupling of clock-wise and counter-clock-wise propagating modes, which can be

observed as mode-spli ing for very high-Q resonators.

We can obtain the expression for the ring resonator transmission in the case of

mode-spli ing by using a coupled oscillator model:

dacw
dt

= −(
τt
+ iΔω)acw + iβaccw + k|s|, ( . )



Figure 5.2.4: Transmission measurement of device with coupling gap d = 300 nm, as fabri-
cated. Ring resonances are highlighted with green to distinguish them from gas absorption
dips (from atmospheric C O ).



Figure 5.2.5: Transmission measurements of devices with coupling gap d = 400 nm (top panel)
and 550 nm (bottom panel), as fabricated. No resonances were seen for d = 700 nm.



daccw
dt

= −(
τt
+ iΔω)accw + iβacw, ( . )

where a is the amplitude of the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW)

modes of the resonator, the mode decay rate is /τt, Δω is the detuning of the

laser from the cavity resonance, β is the coupling strength of the modes, κ =
√

τc

is the coupling rate between the coupling waveguide and the ring resonator

where τc is the coupling lifetime, and s is the input eld (|s| is the input pump

power). At steady state, dacwdt = daccw
dt = . en we can solve Equation . for accw

and substitute into Equation . , obtaining the following expression for acw:

acw =
κ|s|

[( τt + iΔω) + β

τt
+iΔω ]

( . )

e coupling of the CW and CCW modes to the waveguide results in a

transmi ed eld (with transmission coefficient t) and re ected eld (with

re ection coefficient r):

t = −|s|+ κacw; r = κaccw, ( . )

e transmission coefficient t then becomes:

t = −|s|( − κ
[( τt + iΔω) + β

τt
+iΔω ])

( . )



en rewriting t in terms ofQt = ω τt/ , andQc = ω τc/ , we obtain:

t = −|s|( − ω /Qc

( ω
Qt

+ iΔω) + β
ω
Qt
+iΔω

). ( . )

e normalized transmission T through the ring resonator is then given by

T = |t| /|s| .

Using this model, we inferred maximum loaded Q values ofQt = , , and

intrinsic Q-factors ofQ = , . In order to improve the performance of our

devices, we decided to subject them to the post-fabrication microelectronic

treatments described in [ , ], namely Piranha etch/HF cycling and annealing.

e former treatment decreases absorption due to surface states and reduces

surface roughness, while the la er treatment reduces absorption due to water

[ ]. A cycle of Piranha etch ( : H SO :H O ) and HF acid performed three

times in succession (process detailed in [ ]) had the most dramatic effect,

increasing loaded Qs to as much as , and drastically improving the coupling

across all devices. Annealing had limited effect on these devices. At high input

powers, bistability was also seen in the highest-Q devices (not shown). e

response from one of the best devices (with d = nm) is seen in Figure . . .

A er post-processing, we were also able to see resonances for devices with d =

nm, indicating thatQ for these devices had increased with respect toQc

(Figure . . ). From ing the transmission spectrum, we deduced intrinsic

Q-factors as high asQ = , (see inset, Figure . . ).



Figure 5.2.6: Device with d = 300 nm, after Piranha etch/HF cycling. Power transfer between
the waveguide and the ring is greatly improved, and maximum loaded Q-factors have in-
creased from 45,000 to 94,000, with a maximum intrinsic Q-factor of 127,000, shown in the
inset.



Figure 5.2.7: Transmission measurements of devices with d = 400 nm (top), 550 nm (center),
and 700 nm (bottom), after Piranha etch/HF cycling.



To minimize sca ering losses due to fabrication imperfections, we applied the

resist re ow method to our devices[ ]. In our case, resist re ow consisted of a

-minute post-lithography bake in an oven at ° C. Because of the ne features

within our grating couplers, we had to use lower bake temperatures for ZEP

re ow than those typically used for microresonators [ ], which is usually done

at around ° C . A er the re ow, the sample underwent etching, cleaving, and

Piranha etch-HF acid cycling as described above. e results are shown in

Figure . . . Q-factors increased noticeably a er the re ow, with total Q-factors

as high asQt = , , corresponding to a resonance linewidth of MHz, and

intrinsic Q-factors as high asQ = , . ese Q-values are the highest

measured in the - µm wavelength range in Si. We note that for all device

geometries we tested (a total of ) Q-factors obtained with resist re ow were

higher than Qs of the devices where the re ow was not used.

Using our Q values, we can estimate the loss of our ring resonators to be about

. dB/cm at . µm. We note that this loss value takes into account light

sca ering (due to surface roughness) and material absorption (due mostly to

surface states), and also bending losses of the ring resonator (which are negligible

in large diameter devices that we studied). is is slightly higher than the lowest

waveguide loss values measured in silicon devices at the mid-IR ( . dB/cm at

. µm in the case of SOI waveguides) [ ]. Our comparatively higher losses

may be due to sca ering losses from twinning defects inherent in SOS[ ].



Figure 5.2.8: Transmission measurement of device with d = 300 nm, fabricated using resist
reflow and post-fabrication Piranha-HF cycling. The reflow results in higher Q-factors, with a
maximum loaded Qt of 151,000 and intrinsic Q of 278,000, as shown in the inset.



. . P

Another variant on grating-coupled SOS ring resonators may bemade by partially

etching rather than fully etching the Si. is results in a devices that have a Si

”pedestal” in cross section. Because of this, the mode should be more con ned to

the Si, though the waveguide width needs to be increased to accommodate the

pedestal. e higher con nement in Si should lead to lower loss since less of the

mode interacts with the comparatively lossier sapphire substrate.

We made grating-coupled SOS ring resonators with a nm partial etch, and

a waveguide width of . µm, and coupling gaps d of nm, nm, and

nm. Other than the grating parameters (period and slit widths), which needed to

be changed to accommodate the partial etch, all other parameters were kept the

same as in the fully etched case. All part of the device (grating, taper, waveguide,

ring) were etched to the same depth. Results from one of our partially etched

devices, with no post-fabrication treatments performed, are shown in

Figure . . . No resist re ow was performed during the fabrication. Remarkably,

the as-processed Q-factors on this sample were similar to devices made with

resist re ow and Piranha-HF cycling. is is likely due to the fact that more of the

mode is con ned to the Si. A erwards, Piranha-HF cycling was performed, but it

had very li le impact on either the Q-factors or power transfer between the

coupling waveguide and resonator. Performing even shallower partial etches may

have an even greater impact on Q.



Figure 5.2.9: Transmission measurement of partially etched ring resonator (etch depth =
510 nm) device with d = 600 nm, with a maximum loaded Qt of 188,000 and intrinsic Q of
275,000, as shown in the inset. No post-fabrication treatments were done on this sample.

. C

In conclusion, we have realized mid-IR integrated on-chip optical networks

operating at the . µm wavelength range, based on the SOS material platform.

Grating-coupled ring resonators, with intrinsic Q-factors as high as , , were

demonstrated. High Q-factor resonators in the mid-IR are of great interest for

trace-gas sensing in particular, and the realization of portable spectroscopy

systems in general. Another exciting application of our platform is on-chip

nonlinear wavelength conversion via four-wave mixing, as well as the potential

realization of chip-scale frequency combs operating in the mid-IR.



6
NonlinearWavelengthGeneration in

Silicon-basedMid-IRDevices

In this chapter, we explore the χ( ) nonlinearities of Si, with a special emphasis on

stimulated four-wave mixing (FWM) and optical parametric oscillation. We



discuss the suitability of the SOS devices described in Chapter to nonlinear

applications such as FWM and frequency comb generation in the mid-IR.

. O S

One interesting feature of Si is its high optical nonlinearity, compared to many

glasses and CMOS-compatible materials (Table ). Because of Si’s inversion

symmetry, χ( ) effects are suppressed, but the χ( ) of Si is about one hundred

times that of silica glass, and ten times larger than that of Si N . Additionally, Si

has a high refractive index ( . at . µm), meaning that light can be more

strongly con ned within the material, thus enhancing the effective nonlinearity.

However, the presence of two-photon absorption (TPA) at wavelengths below

. µm means that Si becomes extremely lossy at the high intensities of light

typically needed to achieve nonlinearities in the telecom regime. ese absorbed

photons lead to the creation of free carriers within Si, which also absorb light

through free-carrier absorption. Because Si has a low free carrier recombination

rate (due to its indirect bandgap), the free-carrier population and subsequent

optical loss become quite considerable at high input intensities [ ], In contrast,

TPA (and depending on the wavelength chosen, even three-photon and

four-photon absorption) is not an issue at the mid-IR, since two mid-IR photons

cannot overcome the . eV bandgap of Si. It was shown in [ ] that the

transmission ratio for high power densities of . µm light (above the

two-photon absorption cutoff of . µm) pumped into a Si waveguide does not

vary signi cantly with power density, whereas at . µm, the light pumped into



Table 6.1.1: Kerr coefficients of various materials

Material n [m /W]
Si . x -

SiO . x -

CaF . x -

Diamond . x -

Si N . x -

the Si waveguide declines as the power density is increased, due to TPA. Hence,

the mid-IR gives an opportunity to efficiently exploit the χ( ) nonlinearities of Si.

Optical nonlinearities originate from the interaction of the optical eld with

bound electrons and phonons. e electrical eld component of the optical eld

resonates with the outer electrons of Si atoms, causing polarization. We can write

this induced polarization P(t) in terms of the electric eld E(t) as follows

(assuming an instantaneous dielectric response):

P(t) = ε (χ( )E(t) + χ( )E (t) + χ( )E (t) + ...), ( . )

where ε is the vacuum permi ivity and χ(i) are the i-th order optical

susceptibilities [ ]. e susceptibilities are tensors of rank (i+ ) from which

all linear and nonlinear optical effects deriving from the polarizability of a

material can be derived. Since our interest is in nonlinear effects, we focus on χ( )

processes, as χ( ) processes are non-existent in Si due to its inversion symmetry. If



we have a electric eld Ewith three frequency components (ωk):

E(r, t) =
∑
k=

Ek =
∑
k=

(Eωk,k(r, ωk)eiωkt + c.c.), ( . )

where c.c is the complex conjugate. By substituting equation . into

equation . and expanding χ( ) in terms of its frequency components, we obtain

several terms at different frequencies for the third-order polarization P( ):

P( ) =

ε χ( )[|Eω | Eω + ∴]

+ ε χ( )[(|Eω | + |Eω | )Eω + ∴]

+ ε χ( )[(Eω e
i ω t + c.c)+ ∴]

+ ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω ei( ω +ω )t + c.c)+ ∴]

+ ε χ( )[ (Eω E
∗
ω ei( ω −ω )t + c.c)+ ∴]

+ ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω E∗
ω e

i( ω +ω −ω )t + c.c)+ ∴]

+ ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω Eω ei( ω +ω +ω )t + c.c)+ ∴],

( . )

where∴ stands for all possible permutations of frequencies. e terms in

equation . represent different nonlinear processes (described in more detail

below) that can result from the third-order susceptibility. Efficient excitation of

these processes is only achieved under both energy and momentum conservation

(phase-matching). By choosing the appropriate frequencies (i.e., energy levels)



and performing phase-matching, we can choose a particular process from among

multiple possible nonlinear processes.

e rst term in equation . , [ ε χ( )[|Eω | Eω + ∴], is the process known as

self-phase modulation, in which excitations are induced by three photons (all at a

single frequency ω ). is process leads to the intensity-dependent refractive

index component (the Kerr coefficient) n , which then modi es the frequency

characteristics of the pulse that generated the refractive index change, leading to

pulse broadening. At very high power levels, SPM may be used for super

continuum generation. Additionally, the same photons that cause SPM can also

cause two-photon absorption (TPA), as described above. Because of this, TPA

leads to an intensity-dependent component, α , of the imaginary part of the

refractive index, i.e. the absorption coefficient, α . SPM and TPA affect the

complex refractive index n such that:

n = n + n I− i
λ
π
(α + α I), ( . )

where I is the intensity and n and α can be related to χ( ) by the following

equations:

n =
cn ε

Re(χ( )) ( . )

α =
−ω
c n ε

Im(χ( )) ( . )

A useful nonlinear gure of merit is given by Fn = n /(λα ), where λ is the



Figure 6.1.1: χ( ) and n of Si as a function of wavelength λ. χ( ) has not yet been measured
experimentally through most of the mid-IR, so three curve-fits to existing measurements are
shown. Taken from [9], permission to use granted by Professor Bahram Jalali.



optical wavelength in vacuum [ , ]. Since TPA goes to zero for wavelengths

above . µm, this nonlinear gure of merit is quite high in the mid-IR, despite

slightly lower (expected) n in this wavelength regime. Figure . . shows χ( )

as a function of λ over the infrared regime. Measurements are indicated by the

solid triangles and diamonds. e do ed line shows the expected χ( )

extrapolated from curve ing, since experimental measurements of n have not

yet been done beyond . µm.

e second term in equation . is the cross-phase modulation (XPM) term.

In XPM, a signal at ω affects another signal at ω . From equation . , we can see

that the change in refractive index induced by XPM is twice as strong as that

induced by SPM. e third term in equation . corresponds to third-harmonic

generation (THG), in which pumping at a single frequency ω generates a new

signal oscillating at ωTHG = ω . e remaining terms in equation . describe

different four-wave mixing (FWM) processes, in which three incident photons

generate a fourth photon at the idler frequency ωi. FWM will be described in

more detail in the next section. Since FWM, like all Kerr nonlinear processes, is

ultrafast, there is a strong interest in using FWM for a number of applications

including wavelength conversion and parametric ampli cation.

In the above treatment, we focused on the contribution of the oscillations of

bound electrons to the χ( ) of silicon. However, another contribution comes

from Raman sca ering induced by optical phonons. e Raman sca ering

contribution is outside the scope of this work, but we note that Si also has a

relatively high Raman gain, and exploiting this Raman gain at the mid-IR is also a



very fruitful subject of study [ , ].

In order to effectively exploit silicon’s χ( ) nonlinearities, the light must be

introduced into a waveguide or resonator in which the light can be strongly

con ned. To design effective structures for nonlinear wavelength generation, the

structure must ( ) have a high optical eld con nement; ( ) the n of the

structure’s material must be high; ( ) the FOM must be high (meaning that TPA

will not be problematic) and ( ) if necessary, phase matching should be

maintained via dispersion engineering. We can de ne a nonlinear waveguide

parameter γ to quantify this [ ]:

γ =
π
λ

n
Aeff

, ( . )

where Aeff is the effective mode area, de ned as (
∫
|⃗E| dA) /

∫
|⃗E| dA, where E⃗

is the electric eld of the waveguide. From this, we can see that Si is a highly

advantageous material for exploiting χ( ) nonlinearities in the mid-IR. Due to its

high refractive index, the optical eld con nement will be high. As discussed

earlier, Si has a higher n than many other CMOS materials, and at mid-IR

wavelengths, the FOM is quite high due to the lack of TPA. Dispersion

engineering will be discussed in Section . . .



. F - (FWM)

. . I FWM

As mentioned in Section . , four-wave mixing (FWM) is a third order nonlinear

process that results from the polarizability of electrons in atoms. Speci cally, we

use FWM to entail the processes described in the last terms of equation . :

ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω ei( ω +ω )t + c.c)+ ∴] ( . )

ε χ( )[ (Eω E
∗
ω ei( ω −ω )t + c.c)+ ∴] ( . )

ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω E∗
ω e

i( ω +ω −ω )t + c.c)+ ∴] ( . )

ε χ( )[ (Eω Eω Eω ei( ω +ω +ω )t + c.c)+ ∴], ( . )

For these processes to occur, the conditions of energy conservation and

momentum conservation (phase matching) need to be met, such that:

ω = ω + ω − ω (energy conservation), and ( . )

β = β + β − β (momentum conservation), ( . )



Figure 6.2.1: The phenomenon known as degenerate four-wave mixing occurs when two
pump photons at the same frequency ωp undergo nonlinear frequency conversion in a χ( )

material. The conversion can either be stimulated by a signal photon, ωs, to generate a third
frequency at the idler ωi, or it can occur spontaneously, in which the two pump photons spon-
taneously convert into two sidebands ωs and ωi.

where ω and β are the frequency and wave vector of the light generated through

FWM. We are especially interested in the case where ω = ω , known as

degenerate FWM (Figure . . ). ere are two types of degenerate FWM,

stimulated (a classical process), and spontaneous (a quantum process).

Spontaneous degenerate FWM, in which two pump photons spontaneously

generate the signal and idler sidebands, will be discussed in more detail in

Section . . Here, we focus on stimulated degenerate FWM, in which two pump

photons mediate the conversion of a signal photon into an idler photon:

ωp − ωs = ωi. is type of FWM is o en used for parametric up-conversion.

For example, in the mid-IR, we may want to up-convert our signals to telecom

wavelengths so that they may be more easily detected using the be er detection

technologies available at that wavelength range [ ].



Despite Si’s relatively large nonlinear susceptibility, the powers needed to

achieve nonlinearities such as FWM in a Si waveguide are quite high (wa -level).

is is especially problematic at the mid-IR, where multi-wa sources are

limited. By using a high-Q factor resonator as our nonlinear device, we can

reduce the needed input powers since a resonator with a quality factorQ and

mode volume V effectively has an input power circulating within the resonator

that scales linearly withQ/V. e silicon-on-sapphire ring resonators described

in Chapter provide an ideal platform for a aining FWM at the mid-IR, since

they have high-Q factors and a multitude of modes which can be used for the

pump, signal, idler, etc. Additionally, ring resonators, like all whispering gallery

mode resonators, are inherently phase-matched[ , ]. However, frequency

matching in a ring resonator is not as simple, and requires careful dispersion

engineering. In the next section, we discuss why dispersion engineering is

necessary and how to go about doing it.

. . D

It is very important to consider the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) when

designing devices for nonlinear frequency generation. We can de ne a group

delay dispersion parameterD

D = − λ
c
d n
dλ

. ( . )

ere are two regimes of GVD: normal GVD (D < ), in which lower frequency

components of a pulse travel faster through the medium than higher frequency



Figure 6.2.2: Expected change in FSR for fully etched silicon-on-sapphire devices for a variety
of widths ranging from 1.2 to 1.8 µm (height of 812 nm.)

components, and anomalous GVD (D > ), where higher frequency components

of a pulse travel faster through the medium than the lower frequency

components. At mid-IR wavelengths, Si’s material dispersion is normal [ ].

However, FWM requires operation in an anomalous dispersion regime, to

counteract the effects of material and cavity dispersion, which cause the

resonance frequencies of our ring to be irregularly spaced. Fortunately, we can

compensate for the material dispersion of Si using waveguide dispersion, which is

a parameter we can control in fabrication by controlling the cross-sectional

dimensions of our ring. Generally, smaller cross-sectional dimensions result in

higher anomalous dispersion, though we need to take care that the mode is still

well-con ned within the Si [ ].



We used FDTD simulations to determine the expected change in FSR due to

dispersion, Δf = ΔωD/ π, for our SOS devices, both the fully etched devices

(etch depth of nm, width of . µm) and the partially etched devices (etch

depth of nm, width of . µm). Figure . . shows the results for the fully

etched devices for a variety of widths ranging from . to . µm, with Δf of about

to MHz depending on the waveguide width. In the partially etched case,

we obtain Δf of about MHz (not shown) from . to . µm. Δf is much larger

in the fully etched case as compared to the partially etched case. For stimulated

FWM, we prefer that the Δf be small for a higher conversion efficiency from

signal to idler, as will be discussed below, making the partially etched devices

more preferable for this purpose. However, for parametric oscillation originating

from spontaneous degenerate FWM (Section . ), a larger Δf is desirable,

making the fully etched devices more preferable for this application.

. . FWM

Next, we would like to gure out what kind of FWM conversion efficiencies we

can achieve with our devices, i.e. how much of our signal is converted to idler.

From Turner et al. [ ], the FWM conversion efficiency η in a ring resonator is

given by:

η =
Iouti

Iins
= |γPpumpLeff| FpFsFi, ( . )

where

Leff = L exp(−αL)| − exp(−αL+ jΔkL)
αL− jΔkL

| , ( . )



and

Fp,s,i = | σ
− τexp(−αL/ + jkp,s,iL)

| , ( . )

where Iouti is the output intensity of the idler, Iins is is the input intensity of the

signal, γ is the nonlinear waveguide parameter, ω is the pump frequency, Aeff is

the effective mode area, Pp is the input pump power, Leff is the effective length,

Fp,s,i are the resonant eld enhancement factors for the pump, signal, and idler,

respectively, L is the circumference of the ring, σ is the coupling coefficient, τ is

the transmission coefficient, and kp,s,i are the wave numbers of the pump, signal,

and idler elds, with a phase mismatch Δk. From this expression, we can see that

a smaller value of Δk is preferred. If we take the limit where we assume that our

ring resonator is critically coupled to the waveguide, that the signal, pump, and

idler modes all have the sameQ-factors and coupling coefficients, and Δk = , the

generated power at the idler, Pi for a given Pp becomes [ ]:

η = (γ πR) (
Qvg
ωpπR

) Pp. ( . )

Taking values ofQ = , , vg = . x m/s, R = µm, omegap = . µm,

n = . x - (an extremely conservative estimate for n in Si at . µm), Aeff =

. x - , and Pp = mW, which are values representative of our partially

etched devices and laser sources, we obtain a conversion efficiency of . .

Similar values were obtained by solving the nonlinear coupled mode equations

that describe this system. Since we do not have FCA due to TPA, we do not need

to be concerned about saturation with increasing signal power as seen in [ ].



Figure 6.2.3: Expected power generated at idler Pi with varying pump power Pp. Pi values
were calculated using equation 6.18 for values of Q = 200,000, vg = 7.32x10 m/s, R = 60 µm,
ωp = 4.46 µm, n = 1.2x10- (an extremely conservative estimate for n in Si at 4.5 µm), Aeff
= 1.66x10- , and Pp = 10 mW, values representative of our partially etched devices and laser
sources.

With a conversion efficiency this high, we should be able to obtain µW of idler

for about µW of signal and mW of pump (Figure . . ). ese numbers

indicate that the experimental demonstration of mid-IR FWM in our SOS

devices should be readily a ainable.

. . D FWM

At the time of writing, we are working on demonstrating FWM in our SOS

devices experimentally. We use a modi ed version of our experimental setup

from chapters and . A second QCL, the pump laser, has been introduced onto

the input path via a - pellicle beam-spli er ( orlabs). is QCL is a CW

xed-wavelength laser with emission at . µm and output power of mW.



e pump laser can be tuned by about± cm- , or about nm, via temperature

tuning. e original QCL, with tunable emission from . - . µm and a

maximum power of mW, is our signal source. Of course, these numbers

represent the powers emi ed by the laser and not the powers actually inside the

waveguide. Input from both lasers is introduced onto a grating coupler

connected to a ring resonator with high Q. Using the collection beam path

described in Chapter , we identify the signal and pump modes using the tunable

laser, and then tune both the signal and pump laser to the desired resonances by

monitoring the transmission signal on the detector. When the transmission

signal on resonance is minimized, then we know our lasers are at the desired

frequencies. Now we send the transmi ed signal into a grating spectrometer

(Horiba Jobin Yvon) with an external InSb detector (Horiba Jobin Yvon)

mounted on an exit of the spectrometer. e output of the InSb detector is sent

to a lock-in ampli er (Stanford Research Systems) which communicates with the

spectrometer so ware, with which spectra can be read. Using this system, we can

look for the generation of idlers from the signal and pump beams we introduce

into our devices.

. O

. . I

As mentioned previously, spontaneous degenerate FWM is another

phenomenon that can be observed in χ( ) materials. In spontaneous degenerate



FWM, two pump photons with frequency ωp spontaneously convert into a new

pair of photons: a frequency up-shi ed signal photon (at frequency ωs) and a

frequency down-shi ed idler photon (at frequency ωi). is process is also

known as optical parametric oscillation[ , ]. As in stimulated FWM, this

process can occur more efficiently in a microresonator if the pump, signal, and

idler frequencies all coincide with modes of the resonator. Again,

whispering-gallery type resonators, such as ring resonators, microspheres, and

microtoroids, are well-suited for this purpose because of their multitude of

phase-matched modes. e threshold for parametric oscillation is reached when

the sca ering rate into the signal and idler modes exceeds the cavity decay rates

for those particular modes. High-Q microresonators are particularly suited for

parametric oscillation as the threshold power scales with /Q , meaning that

ultra-high Q resonators can result in markedly lower parametric oscillation

threshold powers.

As pump power increases, the intensity in the the signal and idler sidebands

increases. At even higher pump powers, we can achieve parametric oscillation

spectra with multiple sidebands. ere are two processes by which this occurs

(Figure . . ): ( ) pump photons from the pump laser can be converted to

secondary sidebands, which again leads to a pairs of symmetric sidebands around

the pump. ( ) the generated signal and idler band themselves combine as pump

photons for degenerate FWM. is process is known as cascaded FWM. When

the signal and idler sidebands have comparable powers to the pump mode,

cascaded FWM dominates over process ( ) in terms of sideband generation.



Figure 6.3.1: There are two processes by which sidebands are generated in a microresonator
based parametric oscillator. (1) pump photons from the pump laser can be converted to sec-
ondary sidebands, which leads to a pair of symmetric sidebands around the pump. (2) the
generated signal and idler band themselves combine as pump photons for degenerate FWM.
This process is known as cascaded FWM. When the signal and idler sidebands have com-
parable powers to the pump mode, cascaded FWM dominates over process (1) in terms of
sideband generation. The spacing between the modes is given by the FSR of the microres-
onator.

rough cascaded FWM, sidebands with equidistant spacings are generated. A

structure emi ing light at several equally spaced frequencies is known as an

optical frequency comb. e bandwidth of the frequency comb is limited by

dispersion, since cascaded FWM becomes less efficient once the cavity modes do

not align well with the comb modes. Nevertheless, microresonator frequency

combs spanning an octave of frequencies have been reported [ ].

Because of the the precise spacing of the frequency lines within a frequency

comb, frequency combs have elicited great interest in a number of disciplines:

optical clocks, spectroscopy, and astronomy, to name only a few examples[ ].



However, most of these applications have thus far been achieved with

tabletop-size frequency combs made based around femtosecond lasers (these

frequency combs operate on the principle of mode-locking, not on parametric

oscillation as for the microresonator case[ ]). For many applications, it would

be preferable to have frequency combs with a much smaller footprint, i.e. the

microresonator-based frequency comb. Microresonator-based frequency combs

have been achieved in a number of material platforms: silica ring resonators

(Hydex glass)[ ], silica toroids[ ], silicon nitride ring resonators[ ], and

crystalline (CaF MgF )resonators [ , ]. No frequency combs or broadband

microresonator-based parametric oscillators have yet been demonstrated in Si

despite its high χ( ) nonlinearity¹, most likely due to the fact that TPA inhibits

this possibility in telecom, where most Si photonics work is concentrated. As

with stimulated FWM, the mid-IR wavelengths afford us an exciting opportunity

to exploit the χ( ) nonlinearities of Si in the form of a frequency comb.

Mid-IR frequency combs would be of great utility for on-chip trace gas

sensing, since the mid-infrared is the “ ngerprint region” where where many

important molecules have absorption lines. Not only could a mid-IR frequency

comb serve as a broadband source on-chip, it could also serve as an on-chip

spectral analysis element. is could drastically shrink the footprint of devices

for trace gas sensing, and be highly broadband to boot, thus allowing the

detection of multiple gas species using a single chip. us far, only one mid-IR

frequency comb or broadband parametric oscillator has been demonstrated, by

¹We note that a widely tunable parametric oscillator has been recently reported by Kuyken
et al. in [ ], but this demonstration was in a waveguide, not a resonator.



C. Wang et.al, in a MgF platform, with broadband operation ( nm) around a

wavelength of . µm [ ]. Combs spanning wavelengths beyond µm have not

yet been demonstrated in any material platform. Si-based mid-IR frequency

combs would be more easily integrable with other optical and electronic

elements, so the possibility of Si frequency combs is an especially exciting one for

on-chip trace gas sensing. e silicon-on-sapphire ring resonators described in

Chapter provide an ideal platform for demonstrating parametric oscillation and

potentially frequency combs at the mid-IR, since they have high-Q factors and a

multitude of modes which can be used for the pump and sidebands. High-Q

factors are especially useful for parametric oscillation as the threshold power is

inversely related to Q . In the following sections, we analyze the potential of our

SOS devices for parametric oscillation.

. . D

Dispersion engineering is also a very important consideration for achieving

parametric oscillation in whispering-gallery type resonators. To understand this,

considering a resonator with three consecutive modes (Figure . . ), the idler

(ωi), pump (ωp) , and signal (ωs) modes, following the treatment in [ ]. When

we pump the center mode strongly, the frequencies of all three modes will shi

due to the intensity-dependent refractive index: nnl = n I, where nnl is the shi

in refractive index due to the nonlinearity, and I is the circulating intensity. If we

assume that our signal and idler elds are weak, the pump mode is only affected

by SPM, and the signal and idler modes are affected by XPM. Recall from the



discussion in Section . that the index change due to XPM is twice that of SPM.

erefore, the frequency spacing between the pump and idler ωpi = ωp − ωi will

increase and the separation between the signal and pump ωsp = ωs − ωp will

decrease. e difference in mode spacings around the pump mode Δωp then can

be wri en as:

Δωp = ωsp − ωpi = ΔωD − nnl
n(ωp)

ωp = ΔωD − Δωnl, ( . )

where ΔωD/ π is the change in FSR due to dispersion, Δωnl/ π is the change in

FSR due to the nonlinear refractive index. Since Δωnl is negative for Si, we can

compensate for the frequency shi caused by Δωnl if ΔωD > (anomalous

dispersion). us, we need to operate in the anomalous dispersion regime to see

parametric oscillation. As discussed in Section . . , both our fully etched and

partially etched devices operate in the anomalous dispersion regime. e fully

etched device has a larger anomalous dispersion, which makes it more suitable

for broadband parametric oscillation over a large wavelength range.

. . T

Next, we would like to determine at what threshold power we should see

parametric oscillation. is is an extremely important consideration for our

experiment, since we are limited as to power output by virtue of working at the

mid-IR. No high-power EDFA-type ampli ers are yet available for the mid-IR, so

we are restricted to the power emi ed by our most powerful QCL, mW. As



Figure 6.3.2: Consider a resonator with three consecutive modes, the idler (ωi), pump (ωp)
, and signal (ωs) modes, following the treatment in [78]. When we pump the center mode
strongly, the frequencies of all three modes will shift due to the intensity-dependent refrac-
tive index: nnl = n I, where nnl is the shift in refractive index due to the nonlinearity, and I is
the circulating intensity. If we assume that our signal and idler fields are weak, the pump mode
is only affected by SPM, and the signal and idler modes are affected by XPM. Recall from the
discussion in Section 6.1 that the index change due to XPM is twice that of SPM. Therefore,
the frequency spacing between the pump and idler ωpi = ωp − ωi will increase and the
separation between the signal and pump ωsp = ωs − ωp will decrease.



mentioned previously, parametric oscillation begins when the parametric gain

exceeds the cavity loss for the sideband modes [ , , , ]. By writing a set of

nonlinear coupled mode equations to describe the amplitude evolution of the

modes within a resonator when one of the modes is pumped with a laser at λp,

and solving them in steady-state, the following expression for parametric

threshold can be obtained [ , ]:

Pth = .
π γ + γc

γc

n Veff

n λpQ
, ( . )

where γ is the intrinsic decay rate of the cavity mode, γ is the external decay

rate of the cavity mode, n is the refractive index of the material, Veff = πRAeff is

the effective mode volume, n is the nonlinear refractive index of the material,

and Q is the total Q-factor of the cavity mode. Assuming R = µm, critical

coupling (γ = γc),Qt = , , Aeff = . x - m , and n = . , λ = . m,

and an extremely conservative value of n = . x - m /W, we get a parametric

threshold power of about mW. Using the average value for n from [ ], n =

. e- m /W, we get a threshold power of mW of power needed in the cavity.

With aQt of just , , the threshold (for the higher n value) declines to

mW. With a high efficiency grating and careful experimental design, it should be

very feasible to get - mW of the power from our mW laser into our

devices. ese parametric threshold powers are highly promising as to the

potential for using our SOS devices as parametric oscillators and possibly even

frequency combs.



. . D

e measurement we plan to use to observe optical parametric oscillation is very

similar to the one we are using in our FWM experiments. Of course, there is only

one pump beam in this case, the mW xed-wavelength laser. By blue

detuning our laser from the pump resonance, and then slowly decreasing this

detuning, we can thermally lock to our laser to the cavity resonance [ ]. e

input path and the collection path may both be simpli ed in order to decrease the

number of sources of loss (such as - beamspli ers) and maximize the input

and output coupling efficiencies. Additionally, a higher efficiency grating may

need to be fabricated so that more power may be coupled into the waveguide and

ring resonator. To lower the threshold power even further, we will want to

investigate methods for fabricating ring resonators withQt of over , .

. C

In this chapter, we presented a detailed discussion of the χ( ) nonlinearities of Si,

with a focus on four-wave mixing and parametric oscillation. We analyzed the

suitability of our SOS ring resonators from Chapter for these nonlinear

frequency generation applications, and concluded that experimental

demonstration of mid-IR stimulated four-wave mixing and parametric oscillation

should be feasible with our devices. Ongoing experiments in this regard are

described.
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